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Book 2: 
The psychic theatre: 
Compassionate 
and courageous 
leadership explored 
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Preface

Socioanalysis stresses the importance of uncovering organisation dynamics 

and exploring their influence in organisational life. This includes the conscious 

and rational aspects of lived experience, as well as unconscious and inferred 

experience. Book 2 privileges the systemic and organising nature of these 

dynamics and their expression. I explore this through a thematic analysis of 

the intrapsychic experience of organisational life for the leaders I interviewed 

in this inquiry. Unconscious phenomena are amplified and elucidated 

to deepen the inquiry in new ways, bearing witness to a socioanalytic 

interpretation of experience. Providing a glimpse into psychic theatre of the 

minds of those interviewed, testament is made that individual and group 

mindsets powerfully shape one’s organisational reality. This in turn affects 

how organisational members behave in relationships. 

People are meaning makers; it is their best attempt to make sense of 

their current experience and orient to what is next. This is a dynamic, 

unfolding and intersubjective process that is also organising in nature. 

As a person makes sense of their experience this in turn organises 

further meaning making. This recursive loop is an organising process; 

meaning, shapes, meaning. The interpersonal nature of the process 

engages people in a process of making sense together. 

(Phillips, 2014, p. 5)
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The complex constellation of dynamics mobilised in leadership relationships 

are explored, as is the impact these dynamics have on the leader’s ability to 

embody and express states of mind, ways of relating, and ways of behaving 

compassionately and/or courageously. Chapter 5 represents my attempt to 

synthesise the essence of what was reported to me through the interviews as 

experiences and expressions of compassionate and courageous leadership 

in embodied form. A conceptual framework is proposed to describe ways of 

leadership that exemplify compassion and courage in action.

The interview narratives explored through this book suggest a thematic 

preoccupation with the idealisation of the leadership role. I propose the 

regressive dynamics of idealisation have significant ramifications on the 

psychological and emotional health of those who occupy leadership roles. 

I argue, through presentation of inquiry data, that vestiges of unconscious 

primitive fantasies continue to evoke the need for superhuman leaders in 

organisations today. The centrality of attachment and dependency dynamics 

as core themes are woven through the discourse of Chapters 6, 7 and 8. 

These notions provide an important backdrop to the ensuing interview 

themes, so I provide an extended discussion of this in Chapter 6. Chapter 

7 deepens my exploration, suggesting that leaders collude unconsciously 

by crafting idealised leadership personas that keep dependency dynamics 

alive. Recursive dynamics are activated in leadership relationships and 

the mythology of superhuman leadership endures. The significance of 

dependency dynamics and the idealisation of the leadership role is then 

explored as far as this pertains to women in leadership in Chapter 8. 
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The themes I present in Book 2 emerged primarily by working alone, as well 

as collaboratively with specialist artists, to uncover patterns and themes in 

the interview data. The RRG was presented with themes from the interviews, 

as work in progress. RRG responses, which included the dynamics I both 

observed and was a part of as we grappled to make sense of these themes, 

assisted me in validating them and in proposing working hypotheses.

The interview themes in this book are presented in multimodal ways. A 

series of vignettes, symbols, and pictures, a researcher journal entry and 

poetry, support a nuanced entry for the reader into the lived experience of 

co-inquirers. It is my hope that as you read, you will appreciate how these 

leaders experience compassion and courage and the significance these ways 

of knowing, being and doing, hold for their work. Finally, in considering the 

themes presented in each chapter, I invite you to think of them as multiple 

voices speaking at once; each illuminating an important element of my co-

inquirers’ experience of role-taking and the dynamics they are intimately 

entwined in. 
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Chapter 5: 
Knowing, Being, Doing 
and Becoming: 
Expressions of compassionate 
and courageous leadership
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Commencing with a brief discussion on the Enneagram, a body of work 

that has contributed significantly to my ontology, attention will turn to how 

this influenced the development of a conceptual framework: Twelve Ways 

of knowing, being, doing and becoming: compassionate and courageous 

leadership. The Twelve Ways framework aims to communicate the essence of 

compassion and courage and how this was experienced by my co-inquirers 

through enactments of leadership. Emerging through several iterations, 

the framework weaves together significant threads from presentational, 

experiential and practical knowledge shared with me via the inquiry interviews. 

The final framework, as presented, is informed by the work of several scholars 

in the areas of psychological and spiritual development, socioanalysis, 

emotional intelligence and leadership.

Introduction

This chapter will speak to how the leaders I 

interviewed experience and express compassion and 

courage and embody this in their leadership roles. 

In a phenomenological sense, I present descriptive 

lived experience, as opposed to producing 

definitive statements about what compassionate or 

courageous leadership is. 
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I progress the discourse from conceptual to pragmatic by presenting several interview 

vignettes. These assume that the varying contexts my co-inquirers work in and the 

primary tasks of their respective organisations, influence their lived experience 

of compassion and courage at work. These vignettes also illustrate the dynamic 

interrelationship of compassion and courage, and how this is experienced through 

different ways of knowing, being and doing. These ways of knowing, being and doing, 

I name ‘intelligences’, as Wagner (2010) and others, (Naranjo, 1994; Riso & Hudson, 

1996, 1999) have done. I then discuss my co inquirers’ responses to the conceptual 

framework and present my intersubjective responses as we worked together. I 

conclude the chapter suggesting that it is the presence and enactment of all three 

intelligences in some form that facilitates the becoming of compassionate and 

courageous leadership. 
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This means we explore how different ways of thinking, feeling and behaving 

help and hinder them. Exploration includes, but is not limited to, working 

in a coaching capacity to carefully illuminate unconscious dynamics in 

organisational life, so renewed understanding can be brought to bear on 

previously unthought reality. Supporting greater self-awareness and self-

mastery, our work together centres on encouraging creative experimentation 

with alternative ways of taking up their role. This experimentation supports 

them to discern more consciously what is needed from them in their role and 

respond from a place of choice, rather than habit, to the task at hand.

A body of work that informs much of my practice is the Enneagram, a 

psycho-social and therapeutic body of theory. Having been schooled in the 

Enneagram and its workplace application over the last 15 years, it has formed 

a distinctive and integral part of my own personal and professional ontology 

and epistemology. Knowledge and application of the Enneagram has also 

contributed significantly to my emotional, psychological and spiritual growth. 

Conceptual foundations of the 
Twelve Ways framework

In my substantive role as a facilitator and coach, a 

significant and satisfying part of my work is to support 

leaders in coming to greater awareness of how their 

patterned ways of ‘showing up’ impact their relationships 

at work and their effectiveness in their role.
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The Enneagram, as it is applied in organisations today, is used largely to 

support the cultivation of emotional intelligence (Goleman, 2006; Goleman, 

Boyatzis, & McKee, 2013). It is presented primarily as nine personality 

typologies, organised around a complex combination of the expression of 

three core intelligences: the analytical, the relational and instinctual (Daniels 

& Price, 2009; Riso & Hudson, 1996, 1999). Each of the typologies posits 

valued character traits, conscious and unconscious motivators, patterned 

thinking, feeling and behavioural styles, natural gifting and strengths, as well 

as commonly held neuroses and relational derailers. 

Extending beyond that of personality typology alone, other authors view the 

Enneagram as describing nine paradigms or lenses on the world (Wagner, 

2010), or nine strategies for perceiving and interacting with the world (Tallon 

& Sikora, 2006). Distinguishing itself from other typology or psychometric 

systems in the marketplace, the Enneagram places a critical emphasis on 

the personal and therapeutic elements of human development by stressing 

the realisation of human potential. An extensive body of theory, as well as 

an evolutionary understanding of the Enneagram and its application, can be 

found in the work of Naranjo (1994), Riso & Hudson, (1996; 1999); Chestnut 

(2013), Sikora (2013), Wagner (2010), Lapid-Bogda (2004;2007;2010). It 

is beyond the scope or intention of this thesis to delve further into the 

philosophical origins and theoretical underpinnings of the Enneagram here, 

nor to argue its validity. What is important to note is that I continue to be 

influenced by and learn from these scholars, and bring these insights into my 

everyday practice, including this research inquiry. 

Of interest, is that all foundational Enneagram theory is underpinned by 

the belief in the centrality and importance of the triadic intelligences of the 

analytical, the relational and instinctual. Wagner (2010) suggests that although,
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we usually think of ourselves as having a single brain, some traditions 

suggest we are three-brained beings. These different ways of engaging with 

and adapting to life have been described as three centers of intelligence, 

or three loci of decision making, or three instincts that help us survive and 

thrive in the physical, emotional/social, and intellectual realms in which we 

live. (p. 141)

These centres of intelligence are also referred to as the head, heart and gut, or 

the thinking, feeling and doing centres. Whilst not necessarily fully developed 

intelligences in all people, the developmental ethos of the Enneagram 

suggests that every person has access to the wisdom and untapped potential 

that resides in each centre of intelligence, if they seek to find it. Enneagram 

theory proposes that fuller human potential can be accessed in the balancing 

and embodiment of the three centres of intelligence. This results in enhanced 

behavioural freedom and emotional maturity (Wagner, 2010). 

As I was preparing my presentation material for the first RRG and reflecting 

on the research interviews I had recently conducted, I was inspired to create 

an image. I was merely seeking to embellish my presentation material with a 

colourful decoration, rather than working with conscious intention to create 

something symbolic. 

I was aware however, as I created this image, that the delicate way I 

handled the mouse pad and my attempts to intertwine the threads, may 

have held some significance. As I reviewed this work several months later, 

these thoughts crystallised in my mind. This image was an emblematic 

Weaving the threads together
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Figure 8: Head, Heart, Hands (Digital drawing, Lindy Amos, 2014)

representation of the head, the heart and the hands. This drawing was in 

some way symbolising what I experienced intellectually, emotionally and 

viscerally through the interview process, and again as I contemplated 

what was emerging through the interview data. The creation of the image 

was a way of visualising the faculties of mind, heart and body present in 

the expression of compassionate and courageous leadership. The image 

symbolises a fluid intertwining of these three threads of intelligence.
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Development of the 
Twelve Ways framework – 
an iterat ive process

As outlined in Chapter 2, my co-inquirers held leadership roles in a range 

of contexts: human services workplaces, community-based organisations, 

public sector, government, for profit and corporate environments. These 

environments and the tasks they were assigned to fulfil, influenced the way 

they made sense of, as well as shaped their context. Experiences were recalled 

where my co-inquirers found it challenging, though not impossible, to act 

courageously or compassionately; when they had witnessed others doing so; 

and the impact this made on their sense of agency, as well as on organisational 

relationships and outcomes. Similarly, and often poignantly, instances were 

also recalled where there was an absence of compassionate and courageous 

leadership from themselves or others, and the effect of this absence. 

During the interviews, my co-inquirers and I thought 

together about organisation dynamics and the impact of 

culture on leadership and vice versa in their respective 

contexts. We explored what constitutes compassion 

and courage, why these virtues were important in 

organisational relationships, and how they enabled them 

to take up their roles meaningfully. 
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From an epistemological standpoint, I am aware this inquiry is seeking to 

explore and propose, “claims and assumptions that are made about the 

nature of social reality, claims about what exists, what it looks like, what 

units make it up and how these units interact with each other” (Grix cited in 

Mack, 2010, p. 5). What is meant then when participants, along with myself 

as the researcher, claim that compassionate and courageous leadership is 

enacted? My desire then became to distil what I interpreted, as the essence 

of lived experience of compassionate and courageous leadership, as 

shared with me, in a simplified form. It is important to note that the Twelve 

Ways framework as it is presented is context free. From a socioanalytic 

perspective, the framework does not attempt to communicate the task and 

specific organisational cultural influences on enactments of compassion 

and courage as experienced by my co-inquirers. Nor does it convey the 

complex interrelationship of unconscious dynamics, including the subtleties 

and pitfalls of projective processes and their impact on enactments of 

compassion and courage. This analysis commences later in this chapter and 

more prominently in Chapters 6 to 10. 

To support me in distilling the essence of lived experience of compassionate 

and courageous leadership, I undertook the following steps.

As soon as possible, after each interview, I captured my intersubjective 

response to the photo I had taken of the symbol of compassionate and 

courageous leadership presented, via process notes. I reviewed my process 

notes a second time and underlined key words or phrases that seemed 

important to me because they signified enactments of compassion and 

courage derived from one of the three centres of intelligence: the head 

centre (thinking); the heart centre (feeling) or the gut centre (doing). I offer 

the following examples to illustrate: 
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Figure 11: Self-compassion, symbolic object, 

courage and compassion (Photo, 2014)

Direct compassion to yourself

Rest, rejuvenate, refresh 

and renew

Just be 

Be playful

Be creative (HEART CENTRE - 

FEELING)

Figure 9: The journal, symbolic object, 

courage and compassion

(Photo taken by author, 2014)

Figure 10: Brave Truth’, symbolic object, 

courage and compassion 

(Photo taken by author, 2014)

A place to think about one’s 

thoughts - to explore feelings and 

lessons learnt. To still one’s mind 

– to be mindful. A sacred place to 

be comfortable with not knowing – 

negative capability (HEAD CENTRE 

- THINKING)

Speak your heart and your mind, even 

when it is unpopular – don’t deny or 

repress your emotions. Withstand 

the heat, sit in the fire – learn to be 

with and tolerate your fear without 

collapsing

Recognise our human connection – 

our shared fragility and possibility  

(HEART CENTRE - FEELING)
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Figure 12: Swimming against the tide, 

symbolic object, courage and compassion 

(Photo, 2014)

Swimming against the tide 

Standing out from the crowd – 

Risk-taking

Acting as an agent of change

Remain persistent, acknowledge 

your losses and model this for 

others 

Name difficulties courageously

(GUT CENTRE - DOING)

Upon completion of the interviews, I had seventeen sets of process notes, 

each written in a similar form. I created a floor map, using each set of notes 

and grouping them together using the Enneagram’s centres of intelligence 

(Daniels & Price, 2009; Riso & Hudson, 1996, 1999) to delineate the various 

ways of thinking, feeling and behaving compassionately and courageously. It 

became evident to me as I was constructing the floor map, I was giving form 

to a conceptual framework based on my practical and theoretical interests. 

The map helped me consider both the constituent parts, and the whole of my 

co-inquirers’ experience, including my own responses to the data. Following 

the creation of the floor map, I had a desire to consolidate the process notes 

further. I drafted up a table to organise my thoughts. I began to think of 

the individual process notes as sets of competencies that, when enacted, 

demonstrate compassionate and courageous leadership. I assigned one, and 

in some cases, two competencies, to each of the process notes. For example:
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A place to think about one’s 

thoughts - to explore feelings and 

lessons learnt. To still one’s mind 

– to be mindful. A sacred place to 

be comfortable with not knowing – 

negative capability (HEAD CENTRE 

- THINKING)

Speak your heart and your mind, 

even when it is unpopular – don’t 

deny or repress your emotions. 

Withstand the heat, sit in the fire – 

learn to be with and tolerate your 

fear without collapsing

Recognise our human connection 

– our shared fragility and possibility  

(HEART CENTRE - FEELING)

Mindfulness

Negative capability

Sitting in the fire

After assigning competencies to each process note, I progressively began 

to read texts associated with these competencies to understand how others 

interpreted, for example, ‘mindfulness’, ‘negative capability’ and ‘sitting in the 

fire’, and further, how one would demonstrate this practically. Influenced by 

this reading, I used salient words and phrases from the process notes and 

made the following translations:

Mindfulness: Grounding oneself in intense moments and remaining present 

and aware to reality (what is rather than what I wish it to be). (Brown, 2012a, 

2013; Kabat-Zinn, 2011)
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Negative capability: Leaning into uncertainty, being comfortable with 

discomfort and demonstrating the ability to remain open and curious, 

releasing attachment to opinions, ideas or expectations. (Gilbert, 2009; 

Heifetz et al., 2009; Humphreys, 2010)

Sitting in the fire: Managing our own anxiety and fear, as well as that of 

others. Staying with the emotional tension that comes with loss and grief 

and not collapsing into fight or flight. (Gilbert, 2009; Mindell, 1995)

Twelve competencies in total were explored in this way. The table of this first 

draft of the competencies is attached as Appendix 2.

In reflecting further on how to refine the presentation of the competencies, I 

drew inspiration from Ewing, Smith, Higgs and Titchen (2001). In their work on 

the epistemology of professional practice in health, education and creative 

arts, they proposed an intimate connection between a practitioner’s ways 

of knowing, doing, being, which lead to them individually becoming the 

practitioners they are. Further, they posited that it is the interconnection 

between these ways that delineate valuable parts of one’s approach to work 

and role-taking. Whilst Ewing et al.’s (2001, p. 16) work focuses on professional 

practice within specific settings (health, education and the arts), I suggest their 

ideas have application for leadership in broader contexts as well. Whilst all 

professional practice is complex and multilayered, there are interrelated and 

distinguishable features common to most forms of professional work, such 

as work that is: people centred; purposeful; based on informed action; and 

located within a specific context, that is in turn influenced by and embedded in 

wider historical, sociopolitical and economic cultures. Connecting this thinking 

with the narratives of those interviewed, I offer the following illustration. 
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As described in Chapter 4, I had designed the arc of the interview to 

encourage different ways of knowing to become present though the 

dialogue (Heron & Reason, 1997, 2006). Those interviewed spoke about 

doing compassionate and courageous things in their organisations. For 

some it emerged that it was impossible for them to separate who they are, 

and who they felt their organisations expected them to be, from what they 

do. They brought their beliefs and identities to their task, acquired ways of 

knowing from their contexts and applied this through relational enactments. 

Their being is embedded in their practice of doing, which they described 

as involving recursive and reinforcing relational patterns and dynamisms. 

Through their knowing, being and doing in relationships with others, they 

become the people they are, as well as the leaders their organisation expects 

them to be. This in turn shapes how they themselves and others experience 

them as role holders. Ways of knowing, being, doing and becoming were now 

solidified in my mind as useful concepts to help me organise the data. 

The Twelve Ways are illustrated through a Venn diagram to suggest possible 

interrelationships and synergies between ways of knowing, being, doing 

and becoming. 
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Figure 13. 

Compassionate Ways 

of knowing, being, doing

 and becoming

Becoming

BeingKnowing

Doing

The framework took further shape as I consulted with Dr Natalie McDonagh. 

She encouraged me to consider enactments of compassionate and 

courageous leadership, not as ‘sets of skills’, but rather, as multifaceted, 

intrapersonal and interpersonal processes and experiences. These involve 

mobilising different modes of mind, dispositions of heart, and behavioural 

demeanours enacted through organisational relationships. Her thinking was 

closely aligned with the referent parameters of the Enneagram’s centres of 

intelligence and Ewing et al.’s (2001) epistemology of professional practice I 

was using for my framework, as illustrated below:
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McDonagh

Enneagram centres of 

intelligence (Daniels & Price, 

2009; Riso & Hudson, 1996; 

1999)

Ewing, et al., (2001) 

epistemology of 

professional practice

Modes of Mind Analytical Intelligence Ways of Knowing

Disposition of Heart Relational Intelligence Ways of Being

Behavioural Demeanours Instinctual Intelligence Ways of Doing

Embodiment Integration Becoming

We also explored the possibility of presenting the material in a less linear 

form (i.e. not through a table of competencies). Natalie suggested that the 

medium of communication had the potential to provide creative means for 

the reader to reflect on ideas of importance, not normally conveyed through 

writing that was typically tailored for academic or business audiences. She 

challenged me to think about how I could present the essence of what was 

shared with me, coupled with my intersubjective responses, in a way that 

faithfully captured and communicated the emotional experience of the 

interviews. As an outcome of my discussion with Natalie, a further iteration of 

the framework emerged. I revised the presentation, abandoned the language 

of competencies, and rewrote the Twelve Ways as a synthesis of principles, 

likened to a set of notes to the self (McDonagh, 2010a). The language, 

although not conventional, was consciously chosen to experiment with what 

would be evoked in myself and others as we worked with and reflected on 

the framework together. For example:

Figure 14. Alignment of McDonagh’s ideas with Enneagram theory and Ewing, et al’s. 

epistemology of professional practice
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Mindfulness: grounding oneself in intense moments and remaining present and 

aware to reality (what is rather than what I wish it to be), becomes,

Mindfulness

Ground yourself

Be present and aware to realities (what is, rather than what you wish it to be)

Adopt a spaciousness of mind 

(Brown, 2012a, 2013; Kabat-Zinn, 2011)

Aligned with Cunliffe and Eriksen’s (2011, p. 1428) stance on relational 

leadership, what is offered “is a way of ‘theorizing’ and ‘doing’ leadership 

differently, not in terms of applying models or recipes, but as embedded in 

the everyday interactions and conversations – the relational practices – of 

leaders”. Embodied combinations of these multifaceted, intrapersonal and 

interpersonal experiences and processes, I propose, facilitates ‘the becoming’ 

of compassionate and courageous leadership. These are:

• Ways of Knowing: (intentional attunement, calculated courage, mindfulness, 

entrepreneurial zest)  

• Ways of Being: (vulnerability, social intelligence, sitting in the fire, 

restfulness) 

• Ways of Doing: (advocacy, social responsibility, negative capability,  

quiet strength)

The Twelve Ways Framework is presented in detail on the next page.
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Intentional 

Attunement

Choose to attune your mind 

to where suffering, distress or 

injustice for self and others may reside

Meet whatever arises through a 

recognition of the humanity of the 

person/s, accepting both your shared 

frailty and your shared possibility 

(Gilbert, 2009; Powley, 2009; McDonagh, 

2010; Kabat-Zinn, 2012)

Knowing

Modes of Mind – Ways of knowing
A way or manner in which something occurs or is experienced, expressed, or done.

Calculated 

Courage

Develop strategic foresight

Weigh risks and assess benefits

Read the political currents and 

consider wise and timely action

Develop contingency plans

(Reardon, 2007)

Mindfulness

Ground yourself

Be present and aware to realities (what 

is, rather than what you wish it to be)

Adopt a spaciousness of mind

(Brown, 2012, 2013; Kabat- Zinn, 2012)

Entrepreneurial Zest

Accept and take responsibility for risk

Be bold: Tackle challenges with 

passion and confidence

Realise the alignment between people,

 planet and profit - make strategies 

and plans towards 

this end
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Knowing

Disposition of Heart – Ways of Being
A quality, the way in which something is placed or arranged, 

especially in relation to other things.

Sitting 

in the Fire

Balance 

self-belief with humility

Experience and contain your 

emotions without denial or repression. Give 

permission and make space for others to do the 

same. Develop the ability to soothe yourself and 

others when distressed. Maintain boundaries 

without holding yourself separate or above others

Be with anxiety and fear – your own and others. 

Sit in and with, emotional tension without 

collapsing into fight or flight  

(Gilbert, 2009; Sinclair, 2008; 
Mindell, 1995)

Vulnerability

Become a vulnerable observer.

Be willing to be with your own and (an)others’ 

full humanity. Confront the joys and horrors of 

(an)others’ experience, and in doing so explore 

and unveil your own. Let yourself feel 

what liberation from suffering, distress or 

injustice could mean for 

yourself and others

(Behar, 1996; Rager, 2005; 
Sinclair, 2008)

Social Intelligence

Read the signals - be attuned 

to the emotional state of others

Inquire with non-judgment, 

sensitivity and respect

(Goleman, 1998; Lapid Bogda, 2007;  
Goleman & Boyatzis, 2008; 

Goleman et al., 2013)

Restfulness

Allow time to cultivate 

rest and regenerate yourself

Release attachment to busyness

Invite play and creativity

Just Be 

(Gilbert, 2009; Brown, 2012)
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Behavioral Demeanors – Ways of doing
Outward behaviour or bearing

Social Responsibility

Act as an agent of change, 

in spite of perceived or real risk to 

yourself. Be forgiving. Work towards 

freedom and reparation.

Facilitate ways through.

(Keating, 2000)

Negative 

Capability

Lean into uncertainty

Be comfortable with discomfort 

and at times, deliberately be the instigator 

of it. Be curious. Demonstrate the ability to 

release attachment to opinions,

 ideas or expectations.

(Gilbert, 2009; Heifetz et al., 2009; 

Humphreys, 2010)

Quiet Strength

Support others to learn 

through tribulation. Model a stomach 

for loss and the ability to remain 

steadfast. Normalise setbacks

Gracefully and honestly name 

difficulties, inefficiencies 

and wrong doing

(Heifetz & Linsky, 2004; 
Heifetz et al., 2009)

Advocacy

Make space for a variety 

of voices to come to the table 

and be heard and valued.

Particularly ensure that those 

experiencing marginalization and 

dispossession are promoted. 

(Ochre, 2000)
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Each vignette is described by overlaying combinations of the Twelve 

Ways into the narrative, to illustrate enactments of compassionate and 

courageous leadership at work. The vignettes illustrate that enactments 

of compassionate and courageous leadership are influenced by the role 

holder’s understanding of and commitment to the task at hand, the quality 

of their organisational relationships and the way the leader makes sense 

of these relationships in their organisational contexts (Miller & Rice, 1990; 

Morgan, 2010). The vignettes provide illustrative answers to my research 

questions: What outcomes result from compassionate and courageous 

leadership? How do these outcomes enrich organisational relationships 

and cultures?

Vignette 1 – Peter 
(social entrepreneur and consultant, business sector)

A not-for-profit organisation was facing a significant governance and 

financial crisis. Peter was engaged to provide strategic advice to the board of 

governance and senior management because of his track record in achieving 

results that satisfied ‘people, planet and profit’ imperatives 

Translat ion

To progress the Twelve Ways framework 

from conceptual to practical, I now present two 

vignettes from research interviews. 
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(Knowing: Entrepreneurial zest). In his initial briefing meeting, Peter noticed 

moments of disengagement and erratic behaviour from the CEO (Knowing: 

Intentional attunement). As the consultancy continued, Peter was taken into 

the CEO’s confidence, possibly because he was an outsider and definitely, 

as Peter reported, because, in spite of the CEO’s initial defensiveness and 

disengagement, he had worked to develop rapport with him (Being: Social 

intelligence). A trusting relationship was created between the two men, 

aided significantly by what Peter described as his own “fatherly approach”. 

Therefore, the CEO disclosed his rising anxiety about the current crisis, as 

well as a personal history of debilitating depression (Being: Vulnerability). 

Upon hearing this news, Peter became more present to his own sense of 

vulnerability and anxiety. He contained these feelings as he worked patiently 

and carefully with the CEO in his distress (Being: Sitting in the fire), over a 

period of several months. From here Peter convinced the CEO that he could 

and should act on his behalf (Doing: Negative capability; Doing: Advocacy) 

and sensitively disclose the CEO’s mental health status to the Board. This 

intervention involved Peter advocating strongly to the Board that the CEO not 

be dismissed from his role, as was their preferred course of action, but rather 

given compassionate leave so he could regenerate and access professional 

treatment for his depression (Doing: Social responsibility; Being: Restfulness). 

Peter described this experience to me as one where he was struggling to 

walk through a “quagmire of emotions”. The emotional experience was “thick 

and heavy” for him personally, for the CEO, who until his encounter with Peter 

was silently suffering, and for the organisation as it struggled to manage and 

resolve this issue. The ‘I poem’ below provides nuanced insight into Peter’s 

disbelief about the situation he found himself in. 
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The consultant as father ... reflections on the quagmire 

I really……I basically had to

I had some real concerns…I had some concerns

I think we need to

I recommend that

I did that…I did it!

I know you want to

I actually think

....I’m talking

....I’m worried

I think he needs help

I think you deserve to give him a break

I was really out on a limb

I did understand the gravity

I either step up or I walk away....

I know I can

I could tick the milestones or I could step up

If I had not had a family

I would not have touched it

I managed the whole situation

I’m happy to walk you through 

I was doing, I was doing, I was doing

I think fundamentally

I’ve suggested you do

I come from a position 
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I’m quite outspoken

I stand

I’m not a politician 

I actually think

I get people’s trust

I just think, I don’t know

I feel like I see things that others don’t

I am able to sum up

I often feel like I can do something

I see it

I’m only telling you this…….I don’t go around telling people

Peter’s ‘I poem’ suggests that in his consulting role he was experiencing 

considerable tension as to whether he would fulfil his primary task of 

providing frank advice to the client relating to the difficult situation at hand 

(Miller & Rice, 1990; Morgan, 2010). The choice as to whether he would take 

on the task of naming the situation as he saw it for the CEO, and advocate for 

a compassionate response to the Board of Management was real for him: “I 

either step up or walk away”. 

Client organisations sometimes task consultants to present them with 

uncomfortable truths based on an independent assessment of organisational 

operations and cultures. The task to make recommendations to facilitate 

change and improvement is implicit in the contract. It was unclear from 

Peter’s story whether he was explicitly tasked with ‘truth telling’. If he 

was, one could argue that the task he was charged with fulfilling might 

make it easier for him to speak and act courageously to improve the 
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situation for the organisation. Even though he was contracted to provide 

recommendations to improve the governance of the organisation, it was 

likely that making recommendations on how the organisation should manage 

and accommodate the mental health needs of the CEO, fell outside of 

scope. When he took a holistic account of the situation, Peter was faced 

with a choice. He sensed risk to himself. Would the Board welcome his 

observations, despite them being potentially disturbing? How courageous 

would he be? Should he take a safer route, do a satisfactory job for the 

organisation and move to the next job? ”I could tick the milestones”. Would 

taking the safer route guarantee his consulting fee be paid?  

The temptation for Peter to shrink from truth telling to save any upset the 

paying client might experience was entertained and dismissed. He did 

mention that it was because he had a family to support that he took on this 

challenge: “If I had not had a family, I would not have touched it”. Considering 

my earlier analysis, I make several assumptions based on this statement. 

Peter held an image of himself as a fatherly consultant, driven by his desire to 

financially support his family. Commitment to his entrepreneurial primary task 

of ‘people, planet and profit’ facilitated his courage and his compassion. His 

commitment to a triple bottom line (Entrepreneurial zest), meant that despite 

his own intense feelings of anxiety, vulnerability and uncertainty, Peter 

managed successfully to lead compassionately and courageously. He was 

intentionally attuned to the suffering of both the CEO and the organisation. 

This attunement supported him to ‘sit in the fire’ with the CEO. He modelled 

mindfulness, negative capability and quiet strength, which resulted in a 

compassionate and courageous response from the Board of governance. 
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Vignette 2 – Rachel 
(executive manager not-for-profit sector)

‘Ordinary Courage’ (Brown, 2013) was at the heart of Rachel speaking up and 

speaking out during a significant change process in her organisation. She 

saw herself, alongside her senior management colleagues, as instrumental 

in supporting and leading the organisation through a difficult period of 

change. Rachel committed herself to adopt a spaciousness of mind (Knowing: 

Mindfulness), as she worked in an organisational climate that felt uncertain, 

emotionally charged and strategically fragile. She felt a responsibility to be 

attuned to the distress of others. Rachel was conscious too, from the outset of 

this change process, to let herself feel her own distress relating to this change, 

so she could relate more authentically to those she was leading (Knowing: 

Intentional attunement; Being: Vulnerability). This intention allowed her to inquire 

into the concerns of staff and volunteers with non-judgement, sensitivity and 

respect (Being: Social intelligence), as the reorientation of the organisation was 

planned. 

Rachael’s commitment to the task of change management facilitated her 

embodiment of compassion and courage. Her narrative suggests her loyalty to 

the organisation and her determination to uphold an effective sentient system 

for herself and others as an emotional container during the change process 

(Miller & Rice, 1990; Morgan, 2010). This determination supported her in fulfilling 

her change management task with compassion and courage.  

As Rachel consulted with staff across the organisation, her willingness to 

instigate courageous and risky conversations with others gained her enormous 

respect (Being: Sitting in the fire; Being: Vulnerability). What she learnt through 

her engagement supported her to: honestly name the difficulties staff were 
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confronting in the transition; empathise with their realities; remain curious about 

the reported impacts of organisational inefficiency; and graciously hear the 

accusations of wrong doing levelled at leadership from those staff who were 

both angry and anxious (Doing; Negative capability; Doing: Quiet strength). 

Rachel knew it was important to keep the management and executive directors 

up to date and in touch with the felt experience of staff ‘on the ground’. The 

emotional and psychological burden of carrying what she thought would be 

considered ‘bad news’ by her colleagues, was taking its toll on her wellbeing. 

She needed to report it up the line. However, she was also cognisant about how 

those in the upper echelons of the organisation might react (Being: Sitting in the 

fire; Being: Vulnerability). 

However, despite feeling exposed, she was committed to ensuring that 

the voices of staff were heard as the change process was being deployed 

(Being: Vulnerability; Doing: Advocacy; Doing: Social responsibility). As she 

suspected, Rachel’s “issue naming” was not received well by those in power. 

Conflict between Rachel and the leadership group resulted, leaving her feeling 

sad, confused, and emotionally battered and bruised. She reflected on this 

experience with mixed feelings. When Rachel told me her story, she referred 

to her displays of compassion and courage as “little c’s”. I admired the way 

she seemed to hold her enactments in mind with a beautiful sense of humility. 

The “little c’s” were small gestures, which she hoped conveyed her care and 

compassion for the staff in the organisation, her desire for organisational 

change, and her love for the work she was undertaking. An ‘I poem’ is presented 

to give further insight into her lived experience.
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Big things. Small gestures (ordinary courage)

I don’t think it is the big gestures

I think it is the smaller things

I know I was doing it right

I didn’t expect it to turn out the way it did

I guess

I was reporting back

I named one of the big issues

I just had a lot of people feed back

I didn’t even think there was a choice

I just thought

I think

I think back

I guess.... always trying to find a way

I was not a Director

I was the one that was talking

I was present

I was saying

I mean it did trigger a whole range of responses

I didn’t think it was going to be as big

I knew it would be contentious

I didn’t think people would get as defensive

I thought people would be happy to work it through

I felt angry, I felt really angry

I guess it challenges me
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I really broke down

I started to question

I was actually doing 

I could reflect

I think a lot of damage was done

I felt quite responsible for that

I felt quite responsible for that

Rachel’s experience suggests that she was psychologically and emotionally 

committed to the outcomes of the change she was leading in the organisation. 

Using an adaptive leadership approach (Heifetz & Linksy, 2004; Heifetz, et al. 

2009), her strategy was to compassionately relate to staff during the upheaval 

the change signified, to support them to move through it and accept any 

losses they might experience as a result. The organisation was a not-for-profit 

environmental agency focussed on community education and advocacy. 

Through my experience of working in not-for-profits, I imagined that many staff 

in Rachel’s organisation sought to fulfil their tasks in ways aligned with their 

values. It seemed as if Rachel understood the enormous potential to be found 

by tapping into the sentient system of the organisation, the system that binds 

members together through loyalty to the purpose of the organisation and is 

expressed through their values, attitudes and beliefs (Morgan, 2010). It was 

this understanding, along with her commitment to the orgawnisations purpose 

that facilitated her simultaneous enactments of “little c’s of compassion”. 

Rachel also courageously took up the task of reporting back to her colleagues 

how the change was being processed by staff in the organisation. This was 

done, she said, in the hope that the change management strategy could be 

adjusted and refined to respond to their needs. This experience from the 

frontline, however, was defended against, and Rachel herself became the 

target of her colleagues’ displeasure. 
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Rachel’s experience illustrates how it does indeed take courage to instigate 

and deploy a vision for organisational change on many levels – strategically, 

relationally and behaviourally. It seems her colleagues initially had this 

strategic vision (this courage), along with an understanding of how the 

organisation’s task system (human resources, processes, procedures and 

technologies) needed to be realigned to realise the vision for growth (Morgan, 

2010). However, how people feel about the tasks they are being asked to 

give up, dismantle and take on to facilitate change, is equally important to 

informing a change management strategy, as knowing what needs to change. 

What appeared to be lacking was her colleagues’ ability to demonstrate 

compassion for a sentient system suffering as an outcome of the transition. 

Her story suggests the critical importance of enactments of compassionate 

and courageous leadership during times of change and flux. This vignette also 

reinforces the value of the socioanalytic orientation, which aims to harness 

both the task and sentient systems of the organisation in service of successful 

change processes (Miller & Rice, 1960; Humphreys, 2010; Morgan, 2010).
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Explor ing the Twelve Ways 
framework with co-inquirers

In the spirit of collaborative inquiry, the Twelve Ways 

framework was positioned as a work in progress to three 

groups of co inquirers (improvisational actors, the RRG, 

and small inquiry group members). For each of these three 

groups, I held different research aims in mind. 

Interestingly however, each encounter elicited different,

 yet thematically connected responses.

Improvisational actors 

I workshopped the Twelve Ways framework with a group of improvisational 

actors. This workshop was undertaken prior to facilitating the small group 

inquiry. I chose to utilise the talent of the improvisational actors as I 

understood that presentational forms of knowing, such as witnessing actors 

at work, would provide me unique access to the felt sense of experience, as 

well as the emotional connection to self, others and our experience (Taylor 

& Ladkin, 2009). Having worked with them previously, I was confident they 

would attend to the material imaginatively as a means for exploring new 

possibilities of experience (Casey, 2009). I was curious to witness what might 

emerge as they performed their own interpretations of the parts and the 

whole of the Twelve Ways, and if or how, their artful knowing might inform 

my understanding of compassion, courage and leadership. Speaking to the 
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benefits of multimodal exploration of managerial and 

leadership experience, Alder (2006) proposed that 

arts-based exploration supports leaders to drop ‘the 

tools of rationality’ so they can, 

gain access to lightness in the form of intuitions, 

feelings, stories, improvisation, experience, 

imagination, active listening, awareness in the 

moment, novel words, and empathy. All of these 

non-logical activities enable people to solve 

problems and enact their potential. (p. 15)

The actors as a group were charged with providing 

an intersubjective artistic response to this 

work. Their process was essentially multimodal, 

improvisational, emergent and spontaneous. They 

first took high-level direction from their group 

facilitator, and then worked together to create a 

shared improvised performance. With the support 

of their facilitator, they focused in on phrases and 

words from the Twelve Ways framework and played 

them out non-literally through sound, movement, 

metaphor, and song. These methods formed their 

improvisational repertoire. A poignant exploration 

of the emotional landscape of the leadership role 

ensued, through the actors’ embodied experience 

and presentation. 

Figures 14 & 15. 

Social intelligence

(Photos taken by author, 2014)

Ways of Being: 

Social Intelligence

Being attuned to the 

emotional state of others
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Figures 16 & 17. 

Social intelligence

(Photos taken by author, 2014)

Ways of Being: 

Social Intelligence

Inquire with non-

judgement, sensitivity

 and respect

Many of the improvised scenes were played without 

words. This method of presentation served to amplify 

and bring into focused awareness the psychological 

and emotional labour inherent in various ways of 

knowing, being, doing and becoming compassionate 

and courageous. This was powerfully illuminated 

when the actors began to improvise the experience of 

vulnerability, as illustrated below. 

Especially useful for me as a researcher was that 

the actors did not overly intellectualise the words 

describing vulnerability, but rather spontaneously 

responded to them. Becoming vulnerable, staying with 

their fellow actor’s vulnerability, and courageously 

and compassionately meeting this vulnerability 

through improvisation. Witnessing their performance 

moved me, my research assistant, and their facilitator 

to tears, such was the power of the emotional 

resonance felt between the audience and the actors. 

This experience was simultaneously refreshing and 

revealing. It highlighted a significant challenge I have 

grappled with throughout the writing of this thesis, 

which was to authentically convey the essential 

aspects of compassion and courage in ways that the 

reader can connect with and understand (Taylor & 

Ladkin, 2006). I remained cognisant of this challenge 

as I prepared to present the Twelve Ways framework 

to the RRG and small inquiry groups. 
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Gadamer proposed that “art has its true being in the 

fact that it becomes an experience that changes the 

person who experiences it” (1989, p. 103). Seeing 

and experiencing the embodied expressions of 

compassion and courage through the improvised 

performance highlighted the generative potential of 

leadership enacted with compassion and courage. 

The change I experienced in my thinking was subtle, 

yet important. The becoming of compassionate and 

courageous leadership is facilitated through the 

interconnection of various configurations of knowing, 

being and doing. I was also now more convinced of 

the potential these virtues have in bringing wholeness 

and humanity into workplace relationships. 

Especially useful for me as a researcher was that 

the actors did not overly intellectualise the words 

describing vulnerability, but rather spontaneously 

responded to them. Becoming vulnerable, 

staying with their fellow actor’s vulnerability, and 

courageously and compassionately meeting this 

vulnerability through improvisation. Witnessing their 

performance moved me, my research assistant, 

and their facilitator to tears, such was the power of 

the emotional resonance felt between the audience 

and the actors. This experience was simultaneously 

refreshing and revealing. It highlighted a significant 

challenge I have grappled with throughout the writing 

of this thesis, which was to authentically convey 

Ways of Being: 

Vulnerability

Confront the joys and 

horrors of (an)others’ 

experience, and in doing 

so explore and unveil 

your own

Let yourself feel what 

liberation from suffering, 

distress or injustice could 

mean for yourself 

and others

Figure 18. Vulnerability 

(Photos taken by author, 2014)
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Figures 19 & 20. Vulnerability (Photos 

taken by author, 2014)

the essential aspects of compassion 

and courage in ways that the reader can 

connect with and understand (Taylor & 

Ladkin, 2006). I remained cognisant of this 

challenge as I prepared to present the 

Twelve Ways framework to the RRG and 

small inquiry groups. 
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Figure 21. Becoming: Enactments of compassionate and courageous leadership (

Photo taken by author, 2014)

Figure 22. Becoming: Enactments of compassionate and courageous leadership (Photo taken 

by author, 2014)

Small Inquiry groups 

The Twelve Ways framework was presented to inquiry group participants 

and positioned in two ways. Being faithful to a collaborative inquiry research 

methodology, I had a responsibility to communicate a distillation of what I 

had heard from the interviewees to the inquiry group. It was important to me 
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to check in for congruence and dissonance, in turn, receive their feedback. 

I wanted to know how aligned the Twelve Ways framework was to their lived 

experience. Aware also that I wanted to continue to provide a reflective space 

for emergent learning to occur, I invited reflection on the Twelve Ways by 

providing preparatory material in advance to inquiry group participants. Hoping 

their reflections would be a catalyst for group level reflection, participants 

were invited to explore together:

• Were these ways of knowing, being and doing compassionate and 

courageous leadership congruent with their lived experience, and if not, 

how would they be adapted? 

• Could an intentional integration of these ways of knowing, being and doing 

enliven or enrich their leadership relationships and organisational cultures? 

• Which of these ways was more difficult to embrace or enact and what might 

sit underneath this difficultly?  

• How do these ways interact with each other? Where are the tensions or 

paradoxes? 

• How might organisations intentionally cultivate these capacities?  

Overwhelmingly, my co-inquirers responded positively to the Twelve Ways 

framework. Fabienne, a Managing Director of a dispute resolution firm in family 

law, however, struggled to connect with some of the language and writing 

style. I will explore my responses to her struggle later in this chapter. As hoped, 

the framework supported all focus group participants in reflecting on their 

‘here and now’ leadership practice. Natural synergies between various ways of 
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knowing, being and doing were identified. Patterns of meaning that stood out 

for them as individuals were discussed. The following excerpts from the not-

for-profit inquiry group are offered as examples. 

Calculated courage and vulnerability

An Dung: Strategy… this is a calculated thing. You have to do because the risk is so high. There are 

risks that need to be thought about with others, there are risks too in thinking with others - the 

risk of being undermined. Why are you asking us? 

Restfulness

Martin: Because I think you can have fatigue, you can burn out, but I don’t think it comes 

from compassion. I think there are other things that can eat away at you, that can tire you 

and exhaust you. But compassion is something for me that I’ve found is nourishing like love, 

rather than as something that eats you. 

Thinking about different elements of the model facilitated new ways of 

making meaning from individual and collective organisational experience. 

Co-inquirers connected over common issues and explored ways together 

to compassionately and courageously lead with greater confidence in their 

respective organisations.

Social responsibility and advocacy

An Dung: You are angry together, you are suffering together, you feel together, in 

community… I feel angry as a leader, that means I’m attuned to my fellow beings or my 

fellow workers. 

Lindy: So indifference can mean that I’m not compassionate? I wonder if you can actually 

maintain that, or if rage and anger dampen something else as well?
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Martin: I think anger is a great motivator to initiate change, but compassion is more 

sustainable in terms of making the change happen. Because the anger actually gets you 

up into action; I want to make change happen, what are the best steps to happen here and 

how. And the other thing I think is really for me important about anger is that, not being 

angry at people, but angry at behaviour, or systems, or processes. 

The Twelve Ways framework stimulated conversations about what mattered 

to co-inquirers, these included the emotions they brought into their leadership 

experience, both those that they found beneficial and generative, and those 

that were more difficult to stay with. Common to all co-inquirers was the 

challenge identified in staying with their own feelings of vulnerability. This line 

of inquiry will be explored further in Book 3, Chapter 10.

The Twelve Ways framework was presented to the RRG as an introduction to 

small inquiry group thematic data. The framework was positioned as a work in 

progress, including the style of presentation. At my invitation, the RRG focused 

their exploration on the framework for several months over the course of 

three meetings. As I had done with inquiry group members, as a preliminary 

step, I invited the RRG to consider the ways of knowing, being and doing 

compassionate and courageous leadership that resonated with their current 

leadership experience. I also invited reflections and responses to understand 

which of these ways was more difficult to embrace or enact, and what might 

sit underneath or contribute to this difficultly. As each meeting progressed, 

we returned to the Twelve Ways as a touchstone for making meaning. The 

difficultly with admitting to and staying with feelings of vulnerability in the 

Research Reflection Group (RRG) 
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leadership role, emerged as a common theme for RRG members. As mentioned 

previously, this challenge also featured in inquiry group discussions. Further 

exploration of this challenge will be taken up in Book 3.  

RRG member responses to the way the Twelve Ways framework was 

presented stood in contrast to the responses I received from the 

improvisational actors and most inquiry group participants. . I wanted to 

remain curious about why this might be so. However, I struggled with this. At a 

rational level I understood that RRG members were viewing the Twelve Ways 

Framework through their own set of eyes and organisational experience, and 

therefore were entitled to their own unique responses. At an emotional level 

I became disturbed by how some members communicated these responses, 

and what I sensed and experienced as criticism of how I had interpreted 

interview participant experience.  In the moment, it was challenging to remain 

objective and curious about their responses and why they might have been 

different to that of my interview co-inquirers. The RRG took up a critical, 

and at times, judgemental role, becoming preoccupied with words, phrases 

or sentiments they did not connect with or feel were true for them. Some 

members were disparaging of the style of writing and the language used. 

Whilst part of this group’s task was to help me think divergently about my 

propositions, I was left challenged and uncomfortable with some of the group 

member’s initial reactions to my interpretation of participant experience. It was 

not the first time I had become aware of this group dynamic in the RRG. In Book 

3 I explore this dynamic further, the meaning I have since made of it and how 

this formed a critical part of the secondary data set and shaped my inquiry. 

At this point however, to further extrapolate my reaction to their responses, I 

share excerpts from a journal entry which describes my experience of working 

with the Twelve Ways framework in the RRG.
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Journal Entry 
May 2015; Reflection, getting the language right

There have been varied and strong reactions to the language I have used 

in the 12 ways. Some RRG members distanced themselves from the words 

and expressions used, particularly relating to the ways of being. “This is 

shit”, one member stated. “This does not make any sense”, others argued. 

“These words conjure up images of people moping about, whinging and 

whining”, said another. Their responses disturbed me. I felt personally 

affronted by the aggression that accompanied these responses. I felt 

judged and scorned by some members of the group for my daring to 

choose such words. 

Other members responded by asking questions, in good faith seeking 

to understand the context and make connections with what is being 

voiced. Still finding it hard to connect with the whole, some of the 

parts of experience however – yes. And for some other members, they 

expressed resonance, seeing their experience reflected in the language. 

They understood and welcomed the concepts proposed. Others were very 

vocal, almost strident in their protestations. Some remained silent. All 

this makes me wonder about how to best interpret and communicate the 

12 ways. How do I make sense as a researcher, not only of the range 

of responses I am getting from the RRG, but with my own half-formed 

thoughts about these responses, and the meaning I am trying to convey 

through the framework? 

A few thoughts… At times throughout this inquiry I feel as though I 

am speaking a different language to the RRG. A language that needs 

deciphering and re-explaining, a language rejected by the mainstream, 
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a language that is difficult to interpret. Words which seem to stir up 

repressed emotions. The language seems for others too intimate. Too close 

and too much. 

If I as the researcher don’t speak the same language as the RRG what 

does this mean? Is the message of the twelve ways lost or missed? To 

communicate more effectively do I simply need to provide more context 

for the origins of the language or phrases I have chosen? Would this make 

greater sense to the RRG member as reviewer? 

When I imagine rewriting the Twelve Ways in response to RRG feedback I 

feel sad, like something important would be lost if I did. This sadness is 

also accompanied by my fear that I will lose my courage by succumbing 

to pressure to conform. Should I not trouble the RRG with these words, 

these ideas? The pressure, I sense, is coming from within me and outside 

of me -  to tone down, strip out and corporatise the language. But for 

me, as I analyse my fantasy, this does not seem right.  I want the 

language to provoke a response, stimulate a feeling, conjure an image as it 

did for me during the interview dialogue. At the same time, I don’t wish 

for the language to be a barrier to connection with the material.

In the spirit of free association, working with whatever springs to mind, 

I am now captured by a powerful wish... if only I were an artist. If only 

I were an artist I would be able to rely on my making skills, my painting 

skills, or my composing skills to create something that captures what 

I am clumsily trying to say. If only I were an artist I would have the 

capacity to be the art... become the art work... embody the essence... the 

symbolism… the thing I am seeking to discover.
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If only I were an artist I could more ably and cleverly convey the 

paradoxes, the contradictions, the tensions and the tenderness of my 

feelings about this inquiry. 

I am not an artist. But I now have a vision of a garment, a garment 

that provides an alternative to the commonly worn leadership uniform 

interview respondents described. A garment that attempts to symbolise 

compassionate and courageous ways of knowing, being and doing. In my 

mind’s eye, it’s a white androgynous suit jacket of sorts. It’s linen for 

some reason. Designed and constructed quite elegantly and simply. It has 

writing on it (I can’t seem to get away from the words),

“work towards reparation and freedom” “facilitate ways through”

“ground yourself” “lean into uncertainty” “model a stomach for loss”

The garment of my imagination is labelled ‘compassion’ on the front 

right-hand lapel (the soft front) and labelled ‘courage’ on the back 

(the hard back). I decide to create a crude sketch of the garment as a 

transitional object.  I take a good hour or so, sourcing a suitable image 

from the internet, randomly choosing some words from the 12 ways 

document, choosing different font styles, placing them thoughtfully on the 

front, back and inside of the jacket. As I run out of energy and finish my 

task, I review my work. I feel simultaneously satisfied and disappointed. 

Satisfied that I have got this “out of me” and onto paper, and it is true, 

I have created something. Disappointed as inevitably (and this was always 

going to be the case), I know am not an artist. I would have loved to 

have had the deftness of hand to create this drawing freestyle and even 

the skills to make this jacket physically…. but here it is … for now...
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Figure 23. 

The fabric of 

my experience

(Digital image, 2015)
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Re-experiencing and reflecting on my journal entry afresh as I write, a new 

thought dawns on me. In my flurry of creativity, imagining and crudely 

constructing a garment in my mind, I was attempting to transform the 

Twelve Ways from a linguistic representation, into a representation of the 

fabric of my experience as researcher. Art-based inquiry and socioanalytic 

approaches both acknowledge re-experiencing as a useful and salient means 

to understand phenomena. The re-experiencing concept assumes that pre-

reflective and seemingly fragmented elements of experience, make more 

intuitive sense, as they arise into consciousness (Lett, 2016). Preoccupation 

with my own failure to influence the group, reinforced by their critique of 

the language in the framework, was an emotionally debilitating experience 

for me, making compassion and courage challenging to enact in my role-

taking. I now understand that my pre-reflective response was to construct an 

imaginary garment to wear. The metaphorical construction of the jacket was 

an earnest and creative response to soothe and contain my anxiety. Through 

both its making, and my imaginary wearing, I offered myself a proxy into the 

richness and complexity of an embodied experience of compassion and 

courage. In my disappointment and vulnerability, it seemed momentarily, that 

clothing myself in this way was a means to find compassion for myself and 

for RRG members by whom I was offended. The construction and wearing of 

the jacket in my mind seemed to revive my courage to stay the course and 

trust my instincts. 

Having shared this, I have not modified the language in the framework, as I 

was tempted to do. The language chosen has significance and represents 

a series of essence statements that attempt to distil a weaving together of 

participants’ lived experience. It was important to me to persist and stay with 

this form of expression and see what emerged and became of it. I understand 

now that to do this I had to cultivate and embody compassion and courage 
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myself in this research role. So, using the Twelve Ways framework as a set of 

notes to myself, I knew I needed to do this by:

• Grounding myself and adopting a spaciousness of mind (Knowing: 

Mindfulness) and being bold and tackle challenges with passion and 

confidence (Knowing: Entrepreneurial zest). Embodying these modes of 

mind would support me to remain open and trusting as I continued this 

research work. 

• Balancing my self-belief with humility (Being: Sitting in the fire) and 

remaining a vulnerable observer (Being: Vulnerability). Embodying these 

dispositions of heart would support me to be receptive, open hearted 

and authentic as I continued to work with the research data and trust my 

intuition. 

• Remaining comfortable with my own and other’s discomfort (Doing: 

Negative capability) and facilitate ways through (Doing: Quiet strength). 

Embodying these behavioural demeanours would support me to stay 

grounded and continue to bring my vitality to this work. 
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I have proposed that lived experience of compassionate 

and courageous leadership is multifaceted, interconnected 

and influenced by the task at hand. The becoming of 

compassionate and courageous leadership has come 

to signify for me something of a gestalt phenomenon; 

patterns of ways of knowing, being, doing and becoming 

that are unified. While the lived experience has integral 

parts (thoughts, feelings, behaviour, sensations), it is 

the relationship of the parts to each other, rather than 

only the nature of the parts themselves, that are of 

consequence for me. This inquiry is seeking to understand 

how compassion and courage are enacted through 

organisational leadership and what impact this experience 

has on leadership relationships. Because my inquiry is also 

concerned with ways of cultivating compassionate and 

courageous leadership, it becomes important to explore 

the parts of experience, so we can understand the whole. 

As Phillips (2014, p. 4) proposed: “The unitary nature of 

experience (i.e. indivisible and holistic) means that nothing 

can be fully understood when it is separated from the 

whole system of which it is a part”. 

Summary and Segue
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The challenge that now presents itself for me as the 

researcher is to communicate the unitary nature of 

the lived experience of compassionate and courageous 

leadership. The remainder of Book 2 explores this 

via three psychodynamic themes. This exploration 

focusses on illuminating unconscious dynamics held 

in the intrapsychic, interpersonal and organisational 

experiences of leading with compassion and courage.
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Chapter 6: 
From human to 
superhuman leadership: 
Holding out for a hero
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Introduction

This chapter presents a thematic exploration of 

selected data from the seventeen interviews facilitated. 

This data was chosen because I propose collectively 

it paints a vivid picture of a deeply held, unconscious, 

and pervasive leadership myth – a primitive desire for 

superhuman and heroic leadership. 

The research data, including my felt experience whilst conducting the 

interviews, suggests this fantasy was powerfully influential in the lived 

experience of leader-follower relations for most of the co-inquirers 

interviewed. 

I commence this exploration by describing selected interview vignettes, 

including the presentation of symbolism and imagery, as well as my 

intersubjective responses to interview data. The discussion then progresses 

by presenting a précis of the psychodynamics of leadership to provide a 

conceptual foundation for ensuing themes. 

An exegesis of several interconnected themes that emerged as I worked with 

the interview data is explored. These themes are: self-sacrifice leading to 

transcendence; messianic mythology and spirituality, and the power of hope 

and transformation. I apply Bion (1961; 1962) and Turquet’s (1974) theory of 

basic assumption dynamics and draw on additional socioanalytic propositional 

lenses to connect these themes. I end the chapter proposing a working 

hypothesis of superhuman and heroic leadership as an intermediary for the 

experience of organisational hope and transcendence. 
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Mythology and symbol ism: 
Delving deeper into 
the leadership mystique

A collective hunger for leaders to represent the best version of themselves 

and thus transcend the limits and constraints of the ordinary human, emerged 

as a prominent theme in the collective interview narrative. Symbolic objects of 

compassionate and courageous leadership presented in nine of the seventeen 

interviews, catalysed for me vivid associations with sacrificial spirituality, 

heroism, and individual and organisational transformation through acts of 

leadership. Superhuman ideals were projected into the idea of compassionate 

and courageous leadership, and onto those who embody these ways of being. 

Evidence for this can be found in the following examples.

As mentioned previously, to begin each interview, I invited my co-inquirer to 

present an object that for them, captured their connection to compassionate 

and/or courageous leadership. My intention was to delve into their lived 

experience in an emergent and authentic way, drawing on the power of 

metaphor and symbolism. This approach I believed, would also support a 

discernment of potential unconscious patterns in what was presented by my 

co-inquirers when it came to analysing the data at a collective level. The brief 

I gave to participants was open, the object could be anything of significance, 

which held personal meaning for them. 
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All participants except one brought a symbolic object to the interview. Most 

telling was the response of Dr Bianca, who after much thought, chose not 

to bring an object to symbolise compassionate and courageous leadership. 

Rather she said, she herself was the symbol incarnate. As a doctor in a large 

public hospital, Dr Bianca described her duty to act as an instrument of 

compassion for her gravely ill patients in their time of suffering. She explained: 

How can an object symbolise courage and compassion which I 

consider to be very fluid? To put it into a symbol doesn’t seem 

right. It takes away the humanity of it .….. Often. The strength that 

somebody has, to show compassion. The humanity behind a simple 

act. I couldn’t put it into an object. I went through lots of different 

things and it seemed to dismiss the significance of what compassion 

and courage is. It’s that emotional connection. Holding a patient’s 

hand when I tell them they are dying. You can’t show that minute. 

That connection. But it was there. Giving them something doesn’t 

change it. It can’t. But what I gave them was me. It isn’t an object. It 

is me. I‘m in a position of power in those situations and my patients 

look to me. Breaking bad news…. I did it three times today... I sat 

down on the bed every time and held their hand. I gave some of 

myself to them.

As she spoke, the magnitude of the responsibility she holds daily in her 

role became present for me. There is a weightiness, I imagine, to the task 

of “breaking bad news”. A need to communicate carefully, always. A sober 

confrontation with mortality. Attending to her experience, this weightiness, in 

my mind, then stood in contrast to the potential fragility of the patients she 

cares for. I sensed that Dr Bianca brings to her relationships, courageous 

sacrificial intention, coupled with compassionate desire - “I sat down on 
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the bed every time and held their hand. I gave some of myself to them.”  

Her words also communicated something of the transient nature of this 

felt experience, “you can’t show that minute, but it was there.” Dr Bianca’s 

narrative provides a further example, as explored in Chapter 5, of how a given 

role with its specific tasks, influences the lived experience of compassion 

and courage. In her role as doctor she has chosen to enact courageous 

leadership by telling her terminally ill patients that they are dying. Further, she 

remains compassionately present with them whilst they absorb this sobering 

reality. She could have taken an alternative course of action by delegating 

this task to a chaplain, or delivering this message impersonally. The authority 

and power entrusted to the role of doctor holds significance here. Of her 

own volition, she chose to use the authority and power contained in the role 

and direct it compassionately, thus making this enactment extraordinarily 

courageous and compassionate. 

Mark, a change leadership specialist, presented a St Christopher’s medal, a gift 

from his mother. His medal held deep personal and spiritual significance. 

I’m spiritual and have faith, but I am not dedicated to the church. Just before I went to 

Africa to do development work, aid work, there. I think I said to my Mum I would actually 

like something. My Mum bought me this St Christopher’s medal. The St Christopher is 

significant, maybe because of the courage and the compassion he demonstrated. On the 

back of the medal is a picture of a guy and he is carrying a child across the river. He is the 

patron saint of travelling. He both had courage to get the child across the river and then 

the compassion for the individual to take care of them. When people were in his arms they 

felt very secure and safe. The symbolic nature of the St Christopher medal represents my 

mother letting me travel to Africa. Having St Christopher with me means having a symbol, a 

reminder, of never being alone. And being carried even when I am alone, is quite symbolic in 

that way. It’s a connection for me in that wherever I am and whatever I do, I am not alone.
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The image of being carried by someone or something across 

treacherous waters, conjured up for me a caring and loving 

presence. Leaning into the strength of another, the infinite 

security of being surrounded by an ever-present, omnipotent 

power. I wondered at the time if Mark saw himself as this type of 

leader in his relationships. A person who demonstrates a willing 

courage, putting himself in harm’s way to protect and support 

others. One that carries others over troubled waters. I also 

wondered if, in Mark’s mind, a supernatural force was not only 

carrying him, but also fuelling his capacity to be courageous. In 

reflecting on the thoughts, feelings and behaviours that would 

evidence compassionate and courageous leadership for him, 

Mark responded: 

Most leaders get defined by what they do in tough times and so it’s the 

courage of the leader of embracing and kind of taking on the challenges that 

need to be taken on. Not shying away from that and still leading in those 

tough times. And doing that whilst actually having compassion for others. I 

think this really defines people, and who they really are.

Figure 24: 

St Christopher’s 

Medal, the Patron 

Saint of travellers, 

symbolic object, 

courage and 

compassion 

(Photo, 2014)
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Lindy: What would that look like from your experience?

Mark: I’ll give you an example and one that was a defining kind of moment for me about 

courage and compassion. I worked as a regional director and there was a bus crash and 

there were four fatalities. So, there was a 21-year-old girl, her four-year-old daughter, her 

unborn foetus and another 19-year-old lad, so a pretty tragic circumstance. You know my 

guys knew that the road condition was deteriorating. They were trying to get more funds 

and they weren’t getting it. They knew that it was impacting safety on a daily basis, and 

they take that personally. This is unacceptable, because everything he did was about trying 

to save lives and doing the right thing. Having a scapegoat may make someone feel better, 

and dealing with the situation alone would have broken him. So, I, I took that on, to shield 

and protect my guys, and also give the answers to the families that really needed it. So the 

first thing, I convinced the State Government to do was actually acknowledge or allow me 

to say, no, the road was at fault, we were to blame. So, it took the whole argument out of 

who was to blame because we were just going to say we contributed. So, the message that 

I could give back to the families was, was there any fault? Yes. If you’re going to blame 

anyone well, you can use me as a scapegoat.

Mark’s willingness to lead bravely from the front and position himself as 

a scapegoat, provided noticeable links to the mythology imbued in his 

symbolic object – the St Christopher’s medal. Like Dr Bianca’s narrative, 

Mark’s story too was underpinned by the thematic suggestion that 

self-sacrifice is a linchpin in the demonstration of compassionate and 

courageous leadership.
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Kevin, a Talent Manager for a sporting institution, 

and Fabienne, the Managing Director of a dispute 

resolution firm, brought in Olympic paraphernalia as 

their individual symbols of compassion and courage. 

Olympic achievement is reserved for sports men 

and women who represent the elite in their class in 

the world. I could not help but be enchanted by their 

passion for their sport and the grandeur of their 

achievements. Intrinsic to their Olympic experience 

were personal stories of humility and pride. They 

spoke of the courage it took them to persevere 

with Olympic preparation and training. I wondered 

out loud about the compassion they needed for 

themselves and their team-mates when they, and 

those they were training, suffered both physically 

and psychologically for their sport and equally too, 

when they inevitably failed at achieving their goals. 

Kevin and Fabienne’s narratives were connected 

by patterns of dedication and self-sacrifice, which 

translated for them into overcoming the odds and 

transcendence into greatness.

A further example of how enactments of 

compassionate and courageous leadership have 

the potential to transcend human limitations came 

from Joshua, a not-for-profit leader in the advocacy 

and community education unit of a drug and alcohol 

rehabilitation agency. Joshua chose a ceramic 

Figure 25: Australian 

Paralympic Tennis Coach 

team jacket Beijing Olympics 

2008, symbol of courage and 

compassion (Photo, 2014)

Figure 26: Australia’s first 

Olympic Bronze Medal for 

Women’s Rowing, Los Angeles 

Olympics 1984, symbol of 

courage and compassion 

(Photo, 2014)
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angel to symbolise his felt experience 

of compassion and courage. The angel 

was chosen quite unconsciously he said, 

from his daughter’s box of trinkets. The 

girl angel was a gift to his daughter, from 

her godmother. When I asked why he was 

attracted to this object he responded: 

It was the size of it, and the idea of the innocence of 

the child, or the angel. I think of her as having wings 

to fly high above with imaginative ideas. But she 

was actually stationary and quite grounded in the 

way she stood.

As I listened to Joshua, I began to imagine 

the enactment of compassion, which 

the girl angel symbolised, as a delicate, 

amorphous presence, taking gentle flight. 

As Joshua worked his metaphor further, the 

ancient look and feel of the object became 

increasingly important to him. The girl angel 

then came to represent an ancient wisdom. 

Continuing to reflect on the symbol’s 

potential meaning, he wondered if there 

might be a tangential link for him between his 

“soulfulness” and desire for “connection to 

others in our shared fragility.” 

Figure 27: Small brass angel, symbolic object, 

courage and compassion (Photo, 2014)
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Joshua: My thoughts come from the Buddhist teaching; Pain is something we go through, 

rather than something we desire or deserve. This brings for me a deep feeling of 

compassion. It comes from the idea that we are all human souls on this earth. 

We are all connected. I always used to use the word empathy, but I’ve gone back to the 

word compassion.

For Joshua, it seems, one’s compassionate presence holds the potential 

to act as a means to transform suffering. It was important for him to allow 

himself to be open and vulnerable. Enabled through emotional attunement 

and courageous connection with the other person, as well as a willingness 

to inquire into and explore their painful circumstances. He reinforced that 

a sensitivity to the human condition, his desire to grow and change and the 

inevitability of confronting one’s pain and suffering along the way, was part 

and parcel of one’s transformation. 

Validating this mythological thread, other co-inquirers compared 

compassionate and courageous leadership to “drawing on our better angels” 

and “a sacred act”, the fulfilment of a “spiritual calling”. Compassion and 

courage as higher order human virtues were described by some as being 

core to their spiritual beliefs, grounded in Buddhist, Christian, and Hindu 

teachings and mysticism. Spirituality for them held the promise of hope and 

transcendence, the flourishing of human potential through regeneration and 

renewal. Several leaders referred to practices of mindfulness and meditation 

as ways to ground themselves and find compassion for others, as well as 

catalyse the courage needed to stand in the face of adversity. 

A particularly striking symbol for me came from Rachel, an Executive 

Manager in an environmental advocacy organisation, who presented a 

photograph of a piece of artwork she owns, titled The Weld Angel. This is 

a sculptural, site-specific performance piece, marrying art and activism.
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The aim of this performance, Rachel told me, was to bring attention to the 

ongoing destruction of the old growth forests of Tasmania in Australia. After 

living in the Weld Valley old growth forest blockade as an artist-in-residence 

and film-maker for over a year, 22-year-old Allana Beltran conceived of The 

Weld Angel as a last resort direct action attempt to halt logging. 

Her performance art activism became internationally known when Beltran 

was sued for $10,000 by Forestry Tasmania and the Tasmanian Police, in an 

unprecedented attempt to reclaim costs for police time and wages for the 

Figure 28: 

The Weld Angel, 

symbolic object, 

courage and 

compassion 

(Photo, Matthew 

Newton, 2014)
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10-hour protest. The court proceedings lasted for over six months, receiving 

widespread publicity. Eventually Beltran’s lawyer won the court case. Rachel 

spoke of how the image affected her:

The thing I just love about this picture is the beauty of it. The poetic side of it. ‘Here’s this 

woman defending the forest’ There is something sacrificial about this. Thank god there 

are people like that out there. She is not an activist. She is a performing artist, but she 

was converted by the forest. She decided if she was going to protest, she was going to do 

it beautifully and evocatively, with her own style to it. This is absolutely about compassion 

and courage – her gesture and the photographer’s, and their commitment. The way she is 

peacefully demonstrating her love. Pushing the boundaries and challenging people. Having 

courage in a way that is personal and authentic. This quiet, authentic response to breaking 

the rules is just phenomenal. Compassion is linked in the sacrifice made and the way she 

saw that she was connected to something much bigger then herself. 

The photographer’s eye and the way he has actually framed her, shows enormous 

compassion and sensitivity.

As Rachel described the significance of the photo and her associative 

reflections on compassion, courage and leadership, I became acutely 

aware of a sense of being transported, I became physically light-headed 

and dizzy. I was emotionally moved and intrigued by her poetic description 

of the artwork, as well as the emphasis she placed on love and beauty 

as expressions of compassion and courage. Until that point, I had never 

connected love so strongly to acts of courage. It made complete sense as I 

listened. As the interview progressed, I continued to be filled with feelings of 

warmth, wonder and awe. 
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A further symbol of compassionate and courageous leadership evoked 

associations to bravery, self-sacrifice, boldness, exemplified through change 

leadership. Peter, a businessman and social entrepreneur, referred to a well-

known Australian rock song as his symbol of compassion and courage. This 

song, he reported, never ceased to “fire me up when I most needed it”. He 

recalled several difficult times when he had been leading in the community with 

great gusto, often meeting resistance. Prolonged advocacy for social change, 

with limited success, sometimes left him feeling despondent. At these times, 

a song by Midnight Oil would emerge, either in his consciousness (and when it 

did, he would sing it like an anthem to himself), or, he reported, quite randomly 

on the radio. The following words from the song particularly spoke to him: 

It’s better to die on your feet than to live on your knees 

It’s better to die on your feet than to live on your knees

Oh the power and the passion 

Oh the temper of the time

Oh the power and the passion

Sometimes you’ve got to take the hardest line

(Excerpt from The Power and The Passion, Midnight Oil 1982)

I know this song well, a favourite in my younger days. I found myself getting 

into the spirit of the song as he recalled the words, reminiscing, as it were. 

Tapping into the power and the passion. Power and passion that is the fuel 

for courage; for moving into and through fear. Power and passion for honour, 

for justice and mercy. The day after I conducted this interview, I turned to my 

journal to reflect on what was stirred up in me as I continued to think about 

the conversation I had with Peter. I also listened to Peter’s song repeatedly, 

searching for what resonance it might hold for this inquiry.
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Journal Entry 
February 2014:  
Reflection, the function of anger

I have been wondering about the function of anger, namely righteous 

anger as a pre-requisite for courage. This concept seems to have some 

life and meaning for me as I think about righteous anger personified 

through the protest movement. Those that speak out against corruption, 

injustice, the treatment of asylum seekers. Environmental warriors; those 

that picket and protest, as Rachel (a research participant) said, to 

“demonstrate their love” for their cause.

Leaders are change makers. What emotional states propel change makers 

to do their work, to persevere as they push against the grain of the 

culture they desperately want to change? Anger? Hate? Grief? Despair? 

Loss? These are strong emotions. But they can’t remain solely in this 

emotional space, surely – it would be overwhelming. What functions 

support them to metabolise their anger? Digest it and turn into action. So 

they can face resistance. Summon up hope, arm themselves with courage 

and re-engage with the world? 

If I sit with anger for a moment, in my experience, it can be an 

exhilarating emotion. It makes one feel powerful. Listening to Midnight 

Oil’s song The Power and the Passion, it is so easy to get in touch with 

an embodied experience of power, passion and ferocity. I find myself 

carried along by the bass line repeating, the furious drum beat and the 

insistent horn section as they all herald the song’s crescendo – it’s better 

to die on your feet than to live on your knees. This song is a rebellious 

and celebratory anthem, infused with social commentary. These lyrics, 
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represented for many young people, me included, the perfect medium 

to channel our idealistic cravings; our sense of powerlessness, our own 

righteous anger. Midnight Oil concerts brought the faithful tribe of true 

believers together. Functioning as means to enjoy ourselves, sure, but also 

on a more profound level. This music helped us make sense of our own 

disillusionment. Many of their songs, scathing in their criticism of the 

current state of Australian politics and cultural landscape, signalled for 

us an eloquent “fuck you” to the establishment. As we sang and jumped 

and writhed and sweated to their songs, we also held onto the hope that 

something, somewhere could and would change. 

This righteous anger then, seems to have its place in leadership, 

particularly for those in the change making business. I say this as if 

to convince myself, as I find myself cringing when I mouth the words 

to the phrase. Yet it is in me, despite my distaste for it. I have a very 

good reason. Let me explain. For me this phrase has its roots in my 

upbringing where Mum would speak of the righteous anger of God. In 

my familial context, righteous anger was demonstrated when one was 

riled up about a political issue. If one is stirred up in irritation and 

frustration, it was often accompanied by one holding forth loudly, and 

could be thought of more than just passionately expressing an opinion. 

The anger, you see, driving the passion, was not one’s own. Rather, if one 

spoke up angrily about injustice (particularly if it was on behalf of the 

poor, disenfranchised or marginalised), this was justified as containing 

something of God’s righteous anger. Being ignited, as it were, with God’s 

righteous anger gave you a real visceral charge. Infinite power in the 

moment of expression. Exhilarating and intense; you feel invigorated and 

alive! Oh the Power and the passion… Sometimes you’ve got to take the 

hardest line. 
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Continuing the theme of how courageous leadership makes progress 

towards social and political transformation, Martin, a Manager for the State 

Government’s business support services, spoke earnestly about the first time 

he heard Paul Keating’s now famous Redfern speech. Paul Keating was the first 

Australian prime minister to publicly acknowledge to Indigenous Australians 

that European settlers were responsible for the inequities and difficulties 

Australian Aboriginal communities continue to face. For the nation, this speech 

was a fundamental act of recognition. For Martin, Keating’s speech powerfully 

symbolised an enactment of compassionate and courageous leadership that 

held the potential to bring hope and healing to our nation. This speech he 

believed, spoke to truth, reconciliation, forgiveness and reparation. Martin 

asked me to read an excerpt from Keating’s speech, originally delivered in 1992:

More I think than most Australians recognise, the plight of Aboriginal 

Australians affects us all. In Redfern, it might be tempting to think that the 

reality Aboriginal Australians face is somehow contained here, and that the 

rest of us are insulated from it. But of course, while all the dilemmas may 

exist here, they are far from contained. We know the same dilemmas and 

more are faced all over Australia. That is perhaps the point of this Year of the 

World’s Indigenous People: to bring the dispossessed out of the shadows, 

to recognise that they are part of us, and that we cannot give indigenous 

Australians up without giving up many of our own most deeply held values, 

much of our own identity - and our own humanity. 

We non-Aboriginal Australians should perhaps remind ourselves that 

Australia once reached out for us. Didn’t Australia provide opportunity 

and care for the dispossessed Irish? The poor of Britain? The refugees 

from war and famine and persecution in the countries of Europe and Asia? 

Isn’t it reasonable to say that if we can build a prosperous and remarkably 
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harmonious multicultural society in Australia, surely, we can find just solutions 

to the problems which beset the first Australians - the people to whom the 

most injustice has been done? And, as I say, the starting point might be to 

recognise that the problem starts with us non-Aboriginal Australians. 

It begins, I think, with that act of recognition. Recognition that it was we 

who did the dispossessing. We took the traditional lands and smashed the 

traditional way of life. We brought the diseases. The alcohol. We committed 

the murders. We took the children from their mothers. We practiced 

discrimination and exclusion. It was our ignorance and our prejudice. And 

our failure to imagine these things being done to us. With some noble 

exceptions, we failed to make the most basic human response and enter into 

their hearts and minds.  (Keating, 1992)

Again, as I read and reflected with Martin on the significance of Keating’s 

words, I was captivated by the beauty and power of Keating’s symbolic act of 

leadership. Equally, I was deeply emotionally moved by Martin’s account of 

what this speech signified for him – courage and compassion; personified and 

embodied. I also found myself thinking about what Keating’s speech means for 

me now, some two decades after the fact. As a white Australian, this sobering 

admission and call to action remains disturbingly relevant.

Having described for you selected interview examples, their associated 

imagery and symbolism, and my corresponding intersubjective responses, it is 

now fitting to deepen this exploration through analysis and interpretation. To lay 

the foundations for my analysis, I provide a brief précis of the psychodynamics 

of leadership, before proposing hypotheses that attempt to explain the mystical 

elements woven through the collective interview narrative.
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Psychodynamics of leadership

One of the reasons for the mystical quality of 

leadership may be exactly our lack of understanding 

of its psychodynamics and its origin.

(Kets de Vries, 1988, p. 8)

We perceive, enact and respond to leadership, individually 

and collectively, consciously and unconsciously. Our 

best chance of improving leadership is to improve our 

understanding of it. Understanding leadership begins 

with understanding our ambivalence to leadership. It 

is important for individuals to try to locate their own 

perceptions and emotions (personal and cultural) that are 

attached to leadership. Learning about leadership is as 

much about feeling as it is about thinking, as these two 

are intimately connected. 

(Western, 2013. Chapter 2, Section 4, para. 2)

This chapter to this point, has presented significant interview data which I have 

proposed illuminates a deeply held, unconscious, and pervasive leadership 

myth – a primitive desire for superhuman and heroic leadership. I now wish 

to turn the reader’s attention to the psychodynamic literature I have drawn 

upon to hypothesise about why this myth persists in organisational life today 

and the ways in which this unconscious desire influences the psychological 

schemas and self-identities of leadership role holders and characterises their 

relationships within their organisations. This discussion is pertinent because a 

socio-analytic approach to research assumes that unconscious interplay in the 
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intrapsychic, interpersonal and organisational domains has a direct bearing on 

conscious organisational experience. 

In his work on the psychodynamics of leadership and organisations, Kets 

de Vries (1988, 1994, 1996, 2004) argued that those with an academic 

and practical interest in social construction of leadership must face up 

to the unconscious life of the workplace and the effects of such on lived 

organisational experience. His work emphasises the complex and sometimes 

regressive dynamics that often characterise organisational relationships.

He wrote:

In business, as in individual life, psychological awareness is the first step 

toward psychological health. Organizations cannot perform successfully 

if the quirks and irrational processes that are part and parcel of the 

organizational participants’ inner theater are not taken into consideration.

 (Kets de Vries, 2004, p. 185)

He further suggested that a willingness to give attention to the co-created 

dynamics of workplace relationships signals the beginnings of individual 

and collective organisational health (Kets de Vries, 2004). Jung’s comment, 

“Unless you make the unconscious conscious, it will direct your life and you 

will call it fate” has utility for me (n.d). In my ongoing professional practice 

and in this research, socioanalytic perspectives encourage me and my 

colleagues to come to terms with organisation life in all its fullness. Rather 

than allowing ignorance of these possibilities to guide our organisational fate, 

raising awareness about how we collectively and unconsciously collude to 

create ‘the way things are around here’ is important. Pertinent for this inquiry, 

awareness includes demystifying the relational and unconscious dynamics 
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inherent in leader-follower relationships. Awareness opens up novel ways of 

making meaning of our experience together. When hypotheses about how 

unconscious dynamics play a significant role in shaping present reality are 

brought to awareness, we have greater chances of taking up our roles as 

organisational members with increased psychological and emotional maturity. 

This is essentially the work of cultural analysis. 

I now extend this synopsis of the psychodynamics of leadership, by 

referencing theories espoused by Bion (1961), Klein and Strachey (1997), 

Phillips (2014), Sedgwick (2007), Wagner (2010), Wheatley and Frieze (2011), 

and Western (2013). These theories formed the conceptual guidance for the 

identification of interview themes discussed in this chapter and ongoing in 

Book 2. 

Socioanalytic theory proposes that we first learn about leadership through 

identification with our early care-givers (Sedgwick, 2007; Wagner, 2010; 

Western, 2013). The relations we form with others in our adult lives, are 

shaped by familial experiences during early developmental years (Bowlby, 

2005). Referred to as object relations, this body of theory positions human 

relationships as primary motivational forces in life (Rhodes, 2008). Object 

relations theory proposes we each hold internalised mental representations 

of our care-givers and psychologically fuse with these ‘objects’ so that they 

become an intrinsic part of our identity. The internal object signifies more 

than a memory or a cognitive representation. Rather, through the process 

of fusing, the internal object expresses itself through our personality and 

the choices we make about how we interact with others. Internal objects 

can evolve and become modified through our present-day relationships. 

This inner theatre is, in many ways, far more compelling than what can be 

observed as happening in one’s external world. Scripted ways of relating 
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based on unconscious psychological schemas devised in childhood, form 

adult patterns of attachment (Klein & Strachey, 1997; Sedgwick, 2007; 

Winnicott, 1960a). Patterns of attachment too, Wagner (2010) suggested, 

are unconsciously employed when relating to authority figures. Reinforcing 

this idea, Western (2013) argued that we seek idealised parent figures in our 

leaders and further, that the leadership role naturally acts as an attractor 

and container of the unconscious projections of followers. As discussed in 

Chapter 3, projection is an unconscious process that involves individuals and 

groups splitting wanted and unwanted feelings or experiences and projecting 

them onto others. Leaders become vulnerable receptacles for these 

unconscious projected feelings, both the desirable and the undesirable, due 

to their roles as authority figures (Western, 2013). 

I have stated previously that reciprocal and recursive dynamics are intrinsic 

to how relationships between organisational members are co-created, 

experienced and sustained. This understanding complements a socioanalytic 

hypothesis of the recursive nature of intrapersonal, interpersonal and 

systemic influences on organisational member behaviour. Both socioanalytic 

and gestalt perspectives assume the centrality of the transference/counter-

transference matrices in the ongoing formation and reformation, enactment 

and experience of relating (Mersky, 1999; Phillips, 2014). 

Given this, the focus for me as a researcher is to learn from the lived 

experience of my co-inquirers and think about the systemic possibilities 

and implications of enacting leadership with compassion and courage. To 

do this, my task became one of filtering what my co-inquirers were saying 

and showing me, as well as what I was hearing and sensing through a data 

analysis process designed to uncover layers of meaning. 
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From human to 
superhuman leadership

• Plot lines of heroism and a desire for transformation through enactments 

of leadership, revealed through free association with the symbols and 

imagery presented.  

• Voices/images of self-sacrifice and transcendence (person as 

symbol, Olympic medallions), voices/images of messianic mythology/

spirituality (angels and saints), and voices/images of change, hope and 

transformation (political songs and speeches), identified as contrapuntal 

voices in the narrative.

The imagery and symbolism presented during the interviews, and my 

intersubjective response to these, reveal the emergence of several 

prominent themes. These themes provide evidence of reciprocal and 

recursive relational dynamics between leaders and organisational actors. 

I have described the Listening Guide previously in 

Chapter 4 as the overarching data analysis method 

used to explore the inquiry data. This staged analytic 

process, coupled with the use of journal entries and 

propositional knowledge as sensitising concepts, were 

used to identify the following patterns:
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They suggest that mostly desirable feelings and admirable qualities were 

those which my co-inquirers and I projected onto leadership as an activity, 

and onto leadership role holders, specifically: 

• Self-sacrifice leading to transcendence – communicating an unconscious 

belief that courageous, altruistic acts, position leadership as otherworldly. 

Examples of this include Dr Bianca, describing giving a part of herself to a 

dying patient through compassionate service and Mark, who courageously 

positioned himself as scapegoat. Sacrificing something of the privilege and 

power endowed to the leader role, communicates a powerfully symbolic 

act. In addition, Kevin and Fabienne’s narratives implied self-sacrifice in a 

quest for Olympic achievement. This act of sacrifice elevates the leader 

role and, I propose, the person in it, to an even greater status in fantasy, 

thus reinforcing the heroic myth.    

• Messianic mythology and spirituality – inferring that mystical and spiritual 

forces are intrinsic to enactments of compassionate and courageous 

leadership. Evidence for this was found in the testimony of co-inquirers 

describing compassionate and courageous leadership as “drawing on 

our better angels”, “a sacred act” and the fulfilment of a “spiritual calling”. 

Salient symbols of Joshua’s girl angel, Rachel’s Weld Angel, as well as 

Mark’s St Christopher medal, I propose, convey expressions of a collective 

belief in, and desire for, a higher human consciousness to be demonstrated 

through enactments of leadership. This belief and desire is a primordial and 

powerful leadership motivator.  

• The power of hope and transformation – Peter’s song The Power and 

the Passion and Keating’s Redfern park speech presented by Martin, 

powerfully speak to the hope projected onto leaders that it is they who 
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have the power to catalyse change and make progress towards social 

transformation. Projections of hope from the body politic to Keating 

resulted in a moment of oratorical greatness coupled with the enactment 

of inspirational leadership giving impetus to a national policy program of 

Aboriginal reconciliation (Clark, 2013). Inspiration functions to give us hope 

that change will come. 

I now deepen this exploration by proposing working hypotheses that suggest 

potential explanations related to the unconscious function of the leadership 

mystique expressed through the desire for superhuman and heroic leadership.

Superhuman and heroic leadership: 
An unconscious intermediary for 
the experience of organisational 
hope and transcendence

Basic assumption dependency 

Given the recursive, organising nature of intersubjective experience (Phillips, 

2014), what then is unconsciously exchanged between participants in the 

leadership relationship? How does this unconscious exchange influence how 

organisational members co-create their organisational realities and identities 

in relation to each other? (Cunliffe & Erikson, 2011; Uhl-Bien, 2006). How 

might this function serve organisations? 
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I propose that for leadership to occur, the parties involved must negotiate 

a psychological contract to be influenced by each other. Inherent in this 

psychological contract is interdependence, where leaders and those giving 

their permission for leadership, must recognise both their dependence on, 

and independence from, each other (Benjamin, 1995). Interdependency 

becomes synonymous with connection. Carr (2001, p. 50) reinforced that 

dependency is a natural condition and is “neither good nor bad, it simply 

is”. Interdependency creates relational bonds between organisational 

members and supports them to undertake their work. Paradoxically, 

however, one cannot enter an interdependent relationship without giving up 

something of one’s independence and individualism. Relinquishment leads 

to interdependence and enables teamwork in service of the organisational 

task. The corollary of this voluntary act, however, is that interdependence 

can oftentimes disturb one’s sense of autonomy. As such, this state can 

be underscored by an entanglement of ambivalent feelings between 

both parties. Ambivalence can emerge as a problematic phenomenon, its 

prominence conditional on whether the one assigned permission to lead, 

fulfils or dashes the hopes of the followers. 

As previously introduced in Chapter 3, Bion (1961) described a pattern 

of group functioning in which followers unconsciously seek to get their 

frustrated dependency needs met. Group members hope to be saved from 

their perceived impotence by a powerful leader who provides protection. 

He names this pattern functioning as basic assumption dependency. To 

understand this term, it is important to consider its meaning: ‘“Basic” refers 

to the survival motivation of the group; “assumption” underscores the 

fact that the survival motivation is based, not on fact or reality, but on the 

collective projections of the group’. (Banet, Hayden, & Jones, 1994, p. 158).
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Basic assumption dependency requires an idealised prodigious or heroic 

leader, who (in fantasy) buffers the organisation from dangerous external 

threats to its wellbeing. Through this enactment, the leader supplies the 

courage and the vision necessary to guide the organisation out of the 

metaphorical wilderness (Bion, 1961; Hayden & Molenkamp, 2003). The allure 

of the superhuman, omnipotent, saviour is pervasive in basic assumption 

dependency. As stated previously, Dr Bianca, Mark, Kevin and Fabienne’s 

symbolic objects of compassion and courage, powerfully communicated 

narratives of self-sacrifice for the greater good. The fantasy of superhuman 

and heroic leadership, however attractive, is always accompanied by 

unrealistic expectations. Assignment of trust and admiration to the leader 

is contingent on their ability to overcome seemingly impossible situations, 

whilst always handling the followers with care. This careful handling befits 

the status and power assigned to them. In this fantasy, those who enact 

leadership are expected to act as cosmic mothers and fathers, holding and 

containing the needs and anxieties of those they lead, protecting them from 

harm and discomfort at every turn. Feelings of admiration, satisfaction, 

security and love are exchanged in this dependent dance when the leader 

succeeds. This point was aptly illustrated in Peter’s vignette, presented 

earlier, ‘The consultant as father’. However, when the leader inevitably fails to 

meet expectations, the fall from grace is dramatic. Equally powerful feelings 

of disappointment, disillusionment, frustration, rage and grief emerge in the 

hearts and minds of those who follow.

The hero leader discourse remains prevalent in contemporary western culture 

(Gemmill & Oakley, 1992; Wheatley & Frieze, 2011; Western, 2013). Every day 

we are bombarded with images on social media reporting violence, terrorism, 

environmental and economic disaster. These images and their accompanying 

narratives reinforce that pain, suffering and the annihilation of human kind may 
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be just around the corner. What we surely need then is a messiah, a magical 

leader, who encapsulates the best version of ourselves, to save ourselves from 

the mess we have created and ameliorate our painful existence (Gemmill & 

Oakley, 1992).  

All basic assumptions in organisational life serve to act as containers 

for cultural anxieties, and in this way, serve a function. They become 

problematic when, in distorted forms, they become the focus of attention 

and a distraction from the successful achievement of organisational goals. 

Hopper (2003) proposed that when basic assumptions are used in service 

of organisational goals, they can be worked with to mobilise emotion and 

behaviour essential to the survival of the organisation. Returning to the 

idealisation of the leadership role and the occurrence of dependency 

dynamics as significant to this phenomenon, the responsible management 

of basic assumption dynamics then becomes an important issue in 

organisational life. 

How can an organisation successfully meet the dependency needs of its 

members? The communal nature of organisation life, coupled with the 

collective effort required to produce products and services goes some way 

towards meeting these needs. The combined effect of the romanticisation 

of leadership and the idealisation of the leadership role, I argue, becomes 

another. Meindl, Erlich and Dukerich (1985), Meindhl and Erlich (1987) 

and Haslam, Platow, Turner, Reynolds, McGraty, Oakes, Johnson, Ryan & 

Veenstra (2001) conducted research into a phenomenon they described as 

the ‘romanticisation of leadership’. Essentially, they positioned leadership 

as a socially-constructed phenomenon infused with romanticised, heroic 

values. Further, the romanticism and heroism attributed to the leader role 

goes unquestioned. One outcome of this phenomena is that organisational 
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members apportion substantial faith in the ability, centrality and potency of 

the leader as a “premier force in the scheme of organizational events and 

activities” (Meindl et al., 1985, p. 79). These arguments align with concepts 

explored through the idealisation of the leadership role proposed earlier in 

this chapter.

Meindl et al. (1985) posited that the collective infatuation with leadership 

also importantly speaks to the motivational needs of the followers. 

They concluded that the mystique surrounding leadership is critical for 

sustaining followership. Further, they suggested that romantic notions of 

the leadership role hold the attention of followers, and support them to 

focus their efforts on the achievement of organisational goals (Meindl et 

al., 1985). In socioanalytic terms, this phenomenon is closely aligned with 

Bion’s basic assumption dependency, where fantasies are enacted at a 

group level resulting in group members behaving as if the leader holds all 

power. Members can only become empowered when the leader creates the 

right conditions (Bion, 1961, 1962). Dependency needs are fulfilled through 

over-reliance on the leader, often at the expense of one’s own agency 

and authority. Seductive and enticing, this narrative in its many forms, 

continues to gain traction in an increasingly fragile global society and, as 

argued through my earlier presentation of interview data, endures in some 

contemporary organisational cultures. Delving deeper into the interview 

data, I now build on my hypothesis of basic assumption dependency. I link 

Turquet’s (1974) notion of basic assumption oneness, to propose how the 

superhuman, hero leader narrative was given expression via the inference 

that mystical forces are intrinsic to enactments of compassionate and 

courageous leadership.
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Basic assumption oneness

Earlier, I presented evidence of basic assumption dependency as 

unconscious organisational cultural phenomena. I also propose that the 

interview themes of ‘Self-sacrifice leading to transcendence’, ‘Messianic 

mythology and spirituality’, and ‘The power of hope and transformation’, 

provide evidence of basic assumption oneness in operation (Turquet, 

1974). As introduced in Chapter 3, basic assumption oneness manifests at a 

collective level when organisational members seek to become one with an 

omnipotent force in order to feel spiritually fulfilled and whole. According to 

Hopper (2003), basic assumption oneness is an unconscious response to 

the repressed resentment mobilised when individuals, upon joining a group, 

fear losing identity and being engulfed by the group. Hopper proposed that 

individuals experience sensory overload and multiple demands to respond 

to group needs. Susceptibility to psychological and emotional overwhelm 

creates unconscious tension, resulting in ambivalence; can I retain my 

individuality and still belong and feel safe, as a member of this group? 

To cope with this ambivalence, homogenisation replaces individuality. 

This is evidenced by a desire for fusion where sameness of belief; the 

use of particular language to convey group identity (i.e. descriptions of 

compassionate and courageous leadership as “drawing on our better 

angels”, “a sacred act” and the fulfilment of a “spiritual calling” by co-

inquirer’s); and belief in spiritual phenomena, is used as a vehicle to magically 

become one with a unified group (Hopper, 2003).

I propose the leader-as-hero narrative supports a circumvention of the 

ambivalence often experienced in organisational life. Western (2013), 

described a new wave of post-heroic leadership, offering a toned-down 

contrast to that of the rhetoric of hero. With less emphasis on charisma 
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and more on morality, the post-heroic leader, Western (2013) suggested, 

is defined by their capacity to act with humility and grace. These are 

ordinary heroes achieving extraordinary outcomes through their implicit, 

and sometimes explicit, emphasis on spirituality. Post-heroic leadership 

discourse enjoys greater prominence in workplaces where employees 

are seeking enhanced meaning and opportunities to live their values at 

work, such as the public and not-for-profit sectors, where two thirds of my 

co-inquirers worked. As previously discussed, the leader role stimulates 

feelings and projections of idealisation. Western warns that those professing 

or implying spiritual leadership, magnify the likelihood of projections of 

omnipotence and supernatural power attributed to them. As shared earlier, I 

can testify to this from personal experience 

Further evidence of basic assumption oneness can be found in my 

intersubjective response to many interview narratives. As mentioned 

previously, I was often emotionally moved, transported and inspired 

throughout the interview process. Such was the power of these emotions, 

that I experienced spontaneous somatic responses, including light-

headedness and a warmth that filled my chest cavity. Wallin’s (2007, p. 25) 

work on the intersubjective nature of therapeutic relationships encourages 

us to pay careful attention to the “nonverbal language of emotion and the 

body”. My somatic responses made me feel as if I was being edified, simply 

by witnessing these stories of compassion, courage and leadership. Many of 

my co-inquirers reflected that the interview process itself was regenerative 

for them. They felt renewed and inspired after sharing their experiences of 

enacting leadership with compassion and courage. 

Viewing the collection of symbols presented in the interviews through 

a socioanalytic lens reveals several avenues for exploration. My own 
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experience of psychological edification and spiritual transportation 

during the interview process suggests that I too, as Kets de Vries (1998) 

proposed, am transfixed by the mystical qualities of leadership and have 

an unconscious predisposition for basic assumption oneness. This makes 

sense, given my spiritual heritage. 

Returning to the notion that projective fantasies intrinsic to basic assumption 

dynamics may facilitate essential elements of organisational functioning 

(Hopper, 2003), my hypothesis is that lived experience of compassionate 

and courageous leadership holds transformative potential for organisations. 

Reminiscent of basic assumption dependency, we need our leaders to 

be better than us, to mirror back to us the best parts of our humanity 

and act this out on our behalf. As they do this, we unconsciously ascribe 

to them inspirational and motivational power. We desire then to fuse 

unconsciously with them through basic assumption oneness. Superhuman 

and heroic leadership then, I propose, acts as an unconscious intermediary 

for experiences of organisational hope and transcendence. Enacting, 

being in the presence of, being on the receiving end of, or hearing about 

compassionate and courageous leadership changes us. We are ‘made 

better’ somehow by participating in, or vicariously experiencing these 

acts. We imagine that we can transcend our limitations and, in doing so, we 

experience a form of regeneration. No wonder for me and others then, it 

seems that the desire to understand and inquire into compassion, courage 

and its expression in organisations remains a powerful motivator. This 

hypothesis has special significance for how we continue to think about 

leadership as phenomena, and how compassionate and courageous ways of 

knowing, feeling and doing leadership also hold transformative potential for 

organisations.
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It is not the task of this inquiry to extrapolate the theoretical underpinnings 

of leadership styles as proposed by various leadership scholars, nor 

to critique them. However, as I think about the transformative potential 

of the leadership I have described here, I will make an exception. 

Leadership scholars have been seeking to describe and extol the virtues 

of transformational leadership for over 40 years (Burns, 1978; Bass & 

Avolio, 1990; Bass, 1998). So much so, that transformational leadership has 

become extremely influential in psychology, social science and political 

sciences, as well as being taught in mainstream universities (Yammarino, 

Spangler, & Bass, 1993). Transformational leadership literature proposes 

four interconnected dimensions when describing this style: charisma or 

idealised influence; inspirational motivation; intellectual stimulation; and 

individualised consideration (Emonson, 2013; Judge & Piccolo, 2004; Tims, 

Baker, & Xanthopoulou, 2011; Barling, Weber, & Kelloway, 1996; Purvanova 

& Bono, 2009). I propose it is the first two dimensions of transformational 

leadership that were mobilised for me in my experience as researcher and, I 

imagine, for many of those I interviewed as they recalled their experience of 

leadership relationships.

The first dimension, charisma or idealised influence, involves followers 

identifying with their leader, seeking to emulate them because they admire 

them. Charismatic leaders are known to stand by the courage of their 

convictions and appeal to the emotions of others, inspiring loyalty and 

devotion (Emonson, 2013, Purvanova & Bono, 2009). The psychodynamic 

appeal and effect of this charisma is explored in my ensuing discussion, 

and supports my earlier hypothesis of basic assumption oneness. The 

second dimension, inspirational motivation, describes the leader’s capacity 

to draw on the use of symbols to articulate a compelling, inspiring vision 

of future possibilities (Tims et al., 2011; Yammarino et al., 1993). It has 
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become increasingly clear to me as I write, that I was attracted to this inquiry 

because I wanted to immerse myself in the life-giving parts of organisational 

experience. Exploring elements of compassion and courage in organisational 

experience has been mostly inspirational and innately edifying. I imagine 

Burns (1978) was familiar with this edifying effect. He suggested one of the 

moral tasks of transformational leadership is raising the ethical aspirations of 

the organisation. The enactment of this moral task has equally transformative 

potential for both leaders and the led (Burns, 1978). 

Considering the messianic and mystical elements running through the 

interview narrative, again through the lens of basic assumption oneness, I 

am reminded of the work of Reed (1978) and his oscillation theory. Through 

his study of the dynamic inherent in religious experience, Reed proposed 

the functionally and reparative nature of communal worship. Reed argued 

that people waver between relying on their own emotional and psychological 

resources to face the demands of living (intra-dependence) and seeking 

to replenish these internal resources through reliance on outside means 

(extra-dependence). Religious institutions, for many, fulfil the need for 

extra-dependence. When we feel overwhelmed or in search of meaning, 

religious institutions, through their rituals and liturgy, hold us in a state of 

wellbeing, encourage us to find answers outside ourselves and support 

our recuperation and renewal, so we can face the world again on our own 

terms. Reed explored the intricacies of the dynamic progression from 

extra-dependence to intra-dependence occurring when one (in his case, 

the faithful) leans into and draws from the psychological and emotional 

resources of another (in his case, the faith community or the God role). 

For Reed, a healthy psychological, emotional and spiritual life is one that 

oscillates between states of intra- and extra-dependence.  
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Relating Reed’s ideas to this research inquiry, I propose it may be the 

activity of leadership, coupled with the person occupying the leadership 

role who, idealised in the minds of organisational members (operating 

under basic assumption dependency), serve as a substitute for a God-like 

or superhuman object or activity (as organisational members subscribe 

to basic assumption oneness). Oscillation here then refers to the fluid and 

dynamic alternating processes that occur unconsciously for members 

in their enactment of extra-dependency on the leader. For oscillation to 

deliver its desired effect, Reed proposes that two mental activities work 

concurrently. Firstly, via a rational activity that obeys the laws of logic 

and bound energy. This means that leader-follower behaviour in the 

relationship is characterised as consciously and primarily related to task 

and, simultaneously, via an unconscious relational exchange. This occurs 

when the follower uses the leader’s emotional and psychological resources, 

through projective processes or in fantasy, for the purposes of regeneration. 

In both cases, I suggest, the follower’s emotional or psychic resources are 

regenerated. Through an enactment of extra-dependency, the leadership 

role, or enactments of leadership themselves, act as functions of inspiration 

and become a source of renewal for the follower. The role of leader and 

associated enactments of leadership, serve a collective unconscious 

function in fantasy, becoming infused with symbolism and meaning. In this 

case, superhuman power.

Drawing on Reed’s theory (1978), put simply, this nuanced and unconscious 

act of ‘hero worship’ provides organisational members regulated 

opportunities for disengagement whereby they attach to the leader (in 

fantasy) for reliance, security and nurturance. The act of regression and 

surrendering oneself to another, or to one’s unconscious mind, facilitates the 

containment of anxiety and the emergence and construction of a new self-
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image. New meaning is found in this relational enactment and one can face 

the world again rationally. There is functionality therefore in the idealisation 

of leadership, as both a construct, and a role. Kohut (1971) and Kohut and 

Wolf (1978), as cited in Kets de Vries (1988), posited that the function of the 

unconscious act of idealisation, for the followers,

makes the leader the recipient of his or her own desire for grandiosity 

through vicarious identification. At the heart of this process is a lingering 

striving to recover a state of lost perfection. This belief in “Paradise Lost” 

stems from the time when the early childhood illusion of absolute self-

sufficiency and contentment gave way to the recognition of dependence 

and feelings of inferiority. As a way of combating feelings of helplessness 

the need re-emerges to imagine a state of “merger” with an apparently 

omnipotent and perfect other person. (p. 23)

Extra-dependence expressed through the idealisation of the leadership 

role, underpinned by basic assumption dependency coupled with basic 

assumption oneness, I posit, supports organisational members to bear 

the anxieties inherent in organisational existence. Desiring respite from 

these anxieties fuels the ongoing romance with the leadership role and an 

unconscious longing and desire for inspirational leaders. Imagining a state 

of merger with a perfect other, relieves the sense of disempowerment we so 

often experience in the workplace. Concurrently, as we oscillate back to our 

own intra-dependence, it helps us imagine a transcended reality, bringing 

on a state of elation or hope that the creation of a brighter future is possible. 

Change is within our reach. 

Also of relevance to this inquiry is Reed’s (1978) argument that the church 

had lost sight of one of the critical functions of the institution, which 
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was to consistently hold and release members from extra-dependence. 

Reed argued that religious institutions that deny the value of oscillation, 

seek to “keep people in extra-dependence, depending helplessly on the 

ultimate superheroic leader, God the father to tell them what to do” (J. 

Newton, personal communication, 31 July 2017). The same could be said 

for organisations that continue to hold out for a hero and innocuously 

perpetuate the mythology of leadership. 

I commenced this discussion on the psychodynamics of leadership to deepen 

the inquiry by demystifying the relational and unconscious dynamics inherent 

in leader-follower relationships and organisational experience. Linking the 

interview narratives and themes with socioanalytic theory offered me greater 

insight into the intrapsychic and interpersonal experience of leadership, 

why the mythology surrounding superhuman leadership persists, as well as 

the unconscious function in organisational life that this mythology seeks to 

fulfil. Importantly my curiosity was also stimulated. I wanted to continue my 

analysis to understand how a courageously compassionate response to these 

dynamics and the tensions that surface as an outcome of them might be found 

in service of an emotionally and psychologically healthy workplace.   
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This chapter has laid the foundations of a socioanalytic 

view of leadership and explored the implications of this 

view for organisational experience. It also explored 

metaphorical and symbolic data presented in the research 

interviews. I have argued through my analysis, that the 

selected interview data supports a social construction of 

leadership as an idealised form of human activity. I have 

developed this exploration through hypotheses concerning 

basic assumption dynamics (dependency and oneness). 

Through this analysis, I have argued that the prevalence 

of themes of heroism and spiritual transcendence present 

in the inquiry data, suggest an unconscious cultural 

desire to turn human leaders into superhuman leaders. 

The discussion has centred on an analysis of the effects 

and functionality of superhuman, hero leadership and 

idealisation, as a defensive, yet useful manoeuvre on the 

part of organisational members. Diving deeper into the 

interview narrative, the next chapter draws our attention 

to the very real struggle that leaders experience in 

working with and resisting these fantasies of idealisation. 

Summary and Segue
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In Chapter 7 I propose, through the presentation of inquiry 

data, that organisational leaders who consistently collude 

with cultural expectations of invulnerability in their role, 

perpetuate dynamics of basic assumption dependency 

or, in Reed’s (1978) terms, hold organisational members 

in the dynamics of extra-dependency. I will argue that 

the promulgation of leadership invulnerability ultimately 

harms organisational relationships and contributes to 

organisational suffering.
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Chapter 7: 
Crafting idealised personas: 
A prison of our own making
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Introduction

I proposed in Chapter 6 that projective fantasies 

of organisational members operating under basic 

assumption dependency contribute to an idealised 

leadership image. This idealisation, whilst defensive, 

also serves to fulfil necessary dependency needs 

present in organisational life. 

Aligned with my earlier proposition that leadership relationships are co-

created, this chapter proposes that leadership role holders are complicit in 

colluding fantasies of idealisation. They do this through crafting and preserving 

an idealised persona and by withholding authentic emotions, with all their 

messiness and beauty, from their role-taking. This collusion is systemic, 

compounded significantly by organisational and societal cultural expectations 

of superhuman, heroic leadership. This chapter discusses the multiplying 

effects of these collusive dynamics and likens this to the construction of a 

prison of our own organisational making. I propose that the ambivalence of 

role holders, holds them captive to the recursive dynamics that dehumanise 

them. I weave examples from interview narratives throughout the discourse 

to support my analysis, and conclude by suggesting that a different form of 

leadership may hold the keys to freedom.
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Wearing a professional cloak: 
Dehumanising the leadership role

Jacques, a senior leader within the Victorian public sector, spoke with sadness 

about what he experienced as the dehumanising culture of his organisation. 

Those who occupy positions of authority promoted the conventional belief 

that leaders must present as all-knowing and emotionally stoic under all 

circumstances. There was a sameness, he said, to the way these leaders 

thought, communicated and behaved. Many senior executives in his 

organisation communicated through “monologues, rather than conversations”. 

Jacques said:

The things that disturbs me the most is that the leaders in senior roles seem to be all 

replicas of each other. They all speak the same language. They are all of the same ilk. 

Anyone who challenges their thinking is not heard. Many staff have become so frustrated 

that they have moved on. Certainly, the cultural pressure to conform, is the type I feel 

most acutely. And one of the reasons why I feel it is that I don’t fit neatly into the 

bureaucratic structure.

As Jacques’ interview progressed, we wondered together about the impact 

of leadership homogeny on the organisational culture and the detrimental 

impact this had on him and his colleagues. We hypothesised that the cultural 

pressure to conform was like a heavy blanket, slowly suffocating the people in 

the organisation. It resulted in a pervasive emotional and intellectual lethargy 

adversely affecting staff. This regressive culture made it increasingly difficult 

for Jacques to bring his own sense of agency and creativity to his role, a major 

source of frustration, resentment and sadness for him. He reported that one of 
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the ways he felt he must manage himself was by donning a “professional cloak” 

to meet the organisation’s explicit and implicit expectations. Wearing this cloak 

enabled Jacques to align himself with the cultural expectations about what a 

good leader in his organisation thinks, feels and does. 

Jacques described his dilemma to me in this way. When donned, the 

professional cloak insists on patch protection and self-preservation. The 

cloak imposes submission and strict adherence to organisational hierarchy 

on the wearer. Conformity in thinking, language and behaviour then prevails 

in the organisation. Individual vitality, creativity and entrepreneurialism are 

repressed. The wearers of the cloak put on a show of being real. Mimicking 

those above them, they trot out answers couched in organisation jargon in 

response to genuine questions of challenge or curiosity. Pushing down any 

lingering feelings of not knowing or incompetence, they present a polite, but 

seemingly robotic public persona. For Jacques, then, private suffering is the 

consequence of this performance. As I prepared my interview process notes, 

I imagined myself wearing this cloak and feeling the heaviness of the fabric 

on my back and shoulders. The cloak it seems, whilst functioning to support 

Jacques in getting by and surviving, concomitantly had a dehumanising 

effect on him. It has stopped him and, as reported, inhibited others from 

acting courageously and compassionately, and bringing their expertise 

and vitality to projects. The cloak too, covered over Jacques’ feelings of 

resentment and frustration. For Jacques, that which was hidden from others, 

now falls outside of what he could openly express, and the relational and 

cultural status quo is reinforced. 

Chestnut (2013) described a persona as a system of adaptation to the 

environment. The persona takes on form and function in response to 

collectively generated reality. Sinclair (2011, p. 508) concurred, and in 
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her work on leadership identities, described the cultural surveillance and 

pressure aspiring leaders experience to produce and project the “right 

identity” to engender confidence and followership. As I reflected further 

on Jacques’ narrative, I was reminded of the metaphorical garment I had 

constructed, introduced to you in Chapter 5. It was curious to me that 

Jacques and I had both imagined ourselves wearing garments, which 

in similar yet distinct ways, enabled us to adapt in role. Speaking to the 

proposal that the self we show to the world is socially constructed, Winnicott 

(1960) named a persona, a false self; a mask of behaviour which supports us 

to comply with culturally valued standards and protocols. Applying this idea, 

the false self, symbolised by the professional cloak in Jacques’ narrative, 

helped him “get by” in a culture where personal and professional authenticity 

were defended against. He felt as if he must wear the cloak, yet it stifled 

his agency. Donning this ‘false self’ was hindering Jacques’ ability to act 

courageously and, as reported, wearing the cloak was beginning to have 

detrimental effects on him psychologically and emotionally. 

Using Winnicott’s lens (1960), the jacket I had constructed was a way for me 

too to create my own alternative persona. A fabrication of sorts that conveyed 

to myself, and potentially to others, that I was more compassionate and 

courageous than I actually was. In contrast to Jacques’ professional cloak, 

making and wearing the jacket had a generative effect on me. The jacket in 

fantasy represented the courageous and compassionate ‘potential’ I was 

unable to locate within myself, and by wearing it, I imagined I was able take up 

my researcher role with greater confidence and courage. In different ways, both 

garments symbolise intra-psychic adaptations to the experiences of role-taking. 

As I returned my focus to Jacques’ narrative, I became present to a distinct, 

heavy, feeling of lifelessness, much like Jacques’ lethargy, akin to feelings 
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of grief and exhaustion. I became preoccupied with how organisations 

unconsciously continue to position those who occupy leadership roles 

as objects of fantasy. Wearing professional cloaks that insist on cultural 

homogeny keep role-holder’s captive to dynamics that dehumanise 

organisations. The promulgation of this fantasy means the leadership role 

is not suitable for ordinary human beings. This sentiment was captured 

eloquently by Camila, also a senior public sector leader. She reflected on her 

need and desire to create and sustain authentic relationships at work, and the 

simultaneous challenges she faced in pursuit of this goal, in a large, complex 

bureaucracy: 

So often we stop seeing people as individuals. Workplaces are very good at treating 

people like widgets. You come in, you go out. You clock in. You clock out. We have this 

artificial construct called a workplace and what we expect is that everyone leaves all their 

humanness at the door. And then they walk through the turnstile and then they become 

this cookie cutter of the model employee. We define what a model employee looks like. 

And in that you don’t have humanness. You don’t have good days and bad days. You don’t 

have a challenging life outside or have a challenging time today. And everything is neat, 

clean and perfect. And that is not what the world is like. That is often how we approach 

it. So, when I think about leadership and the role of leaders, one of the strongest roles of 

leaders is to bring humanness to workplaces and people’s experiences, and still be able to 

do that in a way that allows organisations to operate and be effective. So, there has to be 

boundaries and thresholds, but sometimes people have messy parts of their lives and they 

need support with that. Then they can find themselves and move forward. But often we 

don’t want to get involved and we put up this formal boundary to avoid contact between 

ourselves and the other.

As I reflected on Camila’s words after our interview, I wondered how 

permissible it was for her, and indeed other leaders I had interviewed, 
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to disclose the “messy parts” of their organisational experience to their 

colleagues. To clarify, when I think about “messy parts”, I assume this to 

mean any thought or emotion that the organisation deems as taboo for 

leaders to openly think or feel (e.g. confusion, not knowing, sadness or 

distress). A practical example of this would be the reasonable demand 

from stakeholders that leaders demonstrate integrity and transparency to 

justify why certain decisions are made or why policy directives are taken. 

The common belief that accountability encourages integrity has merit. 

Yet paradoxically, there is an unspoken insistence that any distressing 

psychological fallout from making these complex decisions, is kept hidden 

under the leader’s professional cloak. Again, this reinforces not only the 

cultural myth of superhuman, heroic leadership, but an equally disturbing 

notion of emotionally unaffected, or inhuman leadership. Sinclair (2007) 

proposed this is attributed, in part, to the pseudo-masculine paradigm that 

has infiltrated contemporary ideas about what ‘good leadership’ is and is 

not. Frosh (2000) concurred and argued that displays of difficult emotions 

such as fear, sadness or confusion by leaders are viewed suspiciously, not 

only because of the inference of a leader’s potential emotional dependence 

on others, but also because, as Oransky and Marecek (2009) contended, 

emotional expression is traditionally representative of all that masculinity 

rejects. More will be discussed about the dynamics of gender and leadership 

in Chapter 8.

Turning ‘a blind eye’ to the authentic emotional effects of leading, 

organisational cultures all too often malign those who have the courage to 

drop their professional cloak and honestly express the unpalatable emotions 

intrinsic to their leadership experience. It is as if organisational members 

yearn for authenticity in their leaders, yet concomitantly cannot bear to 

experience them as real people with doubts, insecurities or uncertainties. 
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Personally, leaders may also desire to disclose increased emotional 

authenticity in their role-taking, but they come to understand, through the 

process of socialisation (encompassing splitting and projective processes), 

that the organisational culture requires them to act in a certain way to 

maintain emotional equilibrium. This is the group dynamic at work. 

Long (2008) cautioned organisations about a collective state of 

organisational mind that “acknowledges reality, but at the same time, denies 

it. This leads to a fixed ideation and fantasy to protect against the pain of 

seeing and not seeing at the same time” (p. 15). This social defence sees 

organisations leaving the discernment of just how much vulnerability to 

display in their role, to leaders themselves. Not surprisingly then, influenced 

by constraining cultural norms, leaders assume it is not safe to show much 

at all. This, I propose, further compounds the emotional isolation that many 

experience. Getting drawn into the dilemma of either/or thinking, leaders 

disown the reality of their emotional life in exchange for followership 

(Chestnut, 2013). The associated internal dialogue might play out something 

like this: “Either they think I am up for the job or they don’t. If I show my real 

feelings and express my doubts, this will prove I am not fit to lead.” The 

leader’s authentic experience is kept secret and traded off in an unconscious 

exchange for approval and authorisation from followers and their immediate 

superiors. 

The systemic push to keep the leader’s disturbing emotional experience out 

of organisational discourse became apparent to me as I analysed research 

interview dynamics. I began to think about how the interviews may have been 

unintentionally used by my co-inquirers, as a proxy for a confessional. To 

explain, stories of pain and suffering were shared with me quite openly. In 

some cases, the tears flowed as my co-inquirers touched into latent sadness, 
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recalling disturbing experiences. Emotionally evocative stories of deep 

love for their work, as well as loss of love for work were shared. Ongoing 

dilemmas, as well as personal and professional conflicts, some that remained 

unresolved, were aired. Whilst I felt enormously privileged to be entrusted 

with these stories, I also felt at times as if the interviews became like secret 

confessionals. Myra, the manager of a community-based agency cried tears 

of grief as she shared a story of not being able to resolve a difficult legal 

issue for a client: 

So just like he’s feeling powerless, I’m feeling powerless. And I guess that’s pretty hard. I 

think that’s one of the things that I don’t know if you self-impose, but you sort of think you 

should be able to fix things. You know as a leader or the manager of an organisation. You 

know not necessarily with every client and every person. But there is that real sense

of responsibility. 

My sense was that she was carrying this deep grief around with her for an 

extended period. As I progressed with the interview facilitation, I developed a 

working hypothesis that for those I interviewed, emotional containment and 

reality testing may have been denied them in their daily roles. It is plausible 

then, that the research interview became a proxy for this.

Whilst the interview process stirred up a range of feelings I attribute to 

transference, of prominence for me was a deep sadness I began to hold 

as I considered the seeming absence of compassion in organisations for 

the emotional and psychological burden of leadership. It seemed as if the 

organisations represented in this research had limited capacity to extend 

compassion to those in leadership roles. Making the link between the 

professional cloak and the absence of compassion in organisations, Worline 

and Dutton (2017) proposed that,
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work organizations that have widespread and pervasive assumptions about 

putting on a good face or keeping our skeletons at home make it harder to 

understand suffering. These assumptions dispose us to interpret suffering 

as unworthy of compassion at work. If we can’t interpret suffering in a way 

that makes sense and calls up feelings of concern, compassion falters. It is 

only when we understand another person’s suffering as real and worthy that 

we include him or her in our circle of concern. (Part 2, Section 4, para. 3)

With increasing emphasis placed on the mental and physical health and 

wellbeing of employees, why does the emotional health and wellbeing of those 

occupying leadership roles get left out of the equation? I began to wonder, 

could an investment in keeping the leadership mystique alive, as I have 

proposed earlier, have something to do with why these issues are persistently 

overlooked and denied? As mentioned, the interviews had a confessional 

quality to them, providing an emotionally containing place for many co-

inquirers to share their vulnerabilities. Their courage and candour supported 

us to understand the significance of their lived experience, and this was 

instructive for the research inquiry overall. Notwithstanding, I was also struck 

by the contrapuntal narrative of secrecy and the contradiction this presented. 

Several male leaders mentioned it would be incredibly risky, and in some cases 

career limiting, to speak openly about the emotional experience of their role-

taking. They feared if they revealed any chinks in their armour, they would be 

assessed as unfit to lead. 

Kevin: You have to be careful that showing your vulnerability as a leader can’t 

be a fatal flaw.

Peter: I am only telling you how I feel about this, I don’t go around telling 

everyone. 
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There was one striking exception to this. Michelle, a recently retired Chief 

Executive Officer of a local government peak body shared the story of 

how she demonstrated courage through self-compassion during a time of 

organisational crisis. Recognising her need for support, and determined not to 

emotionally isolate herself during the crisis, she stepped into her vulnerability 

and embraced the opportunity to show up authentically. As the Chief Executive 

Officer, along with her colleagues and staff, she authentically participated in 

a facilitated debrief relating to a critical workplace incident, where she shared 

with her staff her own feelings of fear, confusion and distress. When I asked 

her about why this was so important to her, Michelle responded: 

Because we have been socialised, so many of us, to believe that the person in charge is 

infallible and indestructible (they may not be, but we want them to be) in times of crisis. It 

can be threatening when they say, this is too hard, this is tough, this is frightening, this is 

distressing. All this kind of stuff can rattle people. But for me, I don’t think I can do it any 

other way. It’s almost dishonest (maybe this is too strong a word?), it’s not authentic. I 

believe in authenticity. I think it’s reasonable for us to say we are human beings and we can 

be frail at times, we can be frightened.

I consider Michelle’s expression of vulnerability in her organisation as a 

leadership strength. Michelle also seemed to grasp the importance of 

compassion for self as one of the keys to her emotional freedom. 

The examples I have presented from the interview data in this chapter attest to 

Krantz’s (2006) assessment that:

Leaders cope with a broad spectrum of complex emotional pressures, 

including managing their own uncertainties, containing the uncertainties 

of others, resisting unconscious attempts to idealize or denigrate, and 

responding to the longing of others for protection and care. Projective 
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dynamics pull leaders toward affirmation of the stabilizing, largely covert, 

emotional configurations that structure the emotional status quo, 

straining their capacity to lead. (p. 231)

The data I have presented thus far leads me to a further hypothesis: the 

continuing collusion that keeps the disturbing emotions held in the leader 

role secret, is exacerbated by leaders themselves. The reflex to don the 

professional cloak, narrows the wearer’s emotional repertoire, resulting in 

strain and private suffering. 

There is another possible explanation as to why leaders may choose to 

disconnect from the unpalatable parts of their emotional experience. 

Compartmentalisation of toxic emotions offers some temporary relief and 

essentially allows one to ‘just get on with the job’. The idea that my co-

inquirers might experience compassion fatigue emerged for me during an 

interview conducted with Casey, an organisation development principal in a 

global consulting firm. The symbolic object Casey presented was the poem 

Desiderata, by Max Ehrmann (1948). While Casey read the poem in full to 

me, this quote alerted me to the notion of compassion fatigue as leadership 

phenomena:

Nurture strength of spirit to shield you in sudden misfortune. But do not 

distress yourself with dark imaginings. Many fears are born of fatigue 

and loneliness.

The absence of vulnerabi l i ty 
and compassion fat igue
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As I reflected on Casey’s symbolic object post interview, my associations 

to the Desiderata quote were more figurative, than literal. I wondered about 

the cumulative effect of denying the shadowy parts of one’s own emotional 

experience and how this in turn affects one’s capacity to find compassion 

and direct it towards others. How might this phenomenon show itself in 

organisational life? What are the ramifications for organisational members? 

Brown’s (2012a) research on shame, vulnerability and courage found that 

continued attempts to selectively numb vulnerability inevitably works against 

one’s capacity to direct compassion towards self and others. According to 

Brown, the persistent dampening down of disturbing emotions also has dire 

consequences for how we experience a range of other affiliative emotions. 

Of interest to this inquiry, is that Brown suggested that the precursor to 

enactments of courage and compassion, is vulnerability. This idea will be 

explored further in Book 3. 

Equally corrosive, I propose, is that leadership invulnerability further 

perpetuates the myth of superhuman, hero leadership. Submitting to cultural 

expectations to repeatedly leave one’s emotional truth out of things, yet still 

in reality, experience these emotions, presents the quintessential double 

bind. The impact of projective processes inherent in dependency dynamics 

are solidified and objectification of the leadership role results. The corollary 

of this leads to the decreased capacity of leaders to access compassion 

for themselves (when indeed they do struggle) and, importantly, extend this 

compassion to other organisational members.

These ideas sparked in me a desire to understand more about the 

phenomenon known as ‘compassion fatigue’. Compassion fatigue, also 

known as secondary traumatic stress (STS), is a condition typified by 
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a gradual lessening of compassion over time. Like any other fatigue, 

compassion fatigue reduces one’s capacity and interest in both bearing the 

suffering and distress of others, and responding to it humanely with empathy 

(Figley, 2002). 

Compassion fatigue is most common among individuals who work directly 

in traumatic circumstances (such as nurses and psychologists). The 

interview data suggests however, that for some leaders, juggling continual 

pressure, managing numerous and competing expectations, without 

adequate opportunities for emotional support, could put them at risk of 

compassion fatigue. Symptoms of compassion fatigue include: a decrease 

in experiences of pleasure, constant stress and anxiety, sleeplessness, 

a decrease in productivity, the inability to focus, and the development of 

new feelings of incompetency and self-doubt (McHolm, 2006; Rothschild & 

Rand, 2006; Figley, 2002; Slatten, Carson & Carson, 2011). Research verifies 

that several attributes place a person at risk of developing compassion 

fatigue. Persons who have high expectations for workplace satisfaction, 

those who are overly conscientious, perfectionists, and self-giving, will more 

likely suffer from compassion fatigue. Those who have low levels of social 

support, high levels of stress in their professional life, and bottle up or deny 

their emotional realities are more susceptible (Aycock & Boyle, 2009; Figley, 

2002; Najjar, Davis, Beck-Coon, & Carney Doebbeling, 2009; Slatten, Carson 

& Carson, 2011). Further, studies also suggest that a phenomenon known as 

the silencing response (Baranowsky, 2002) is highly correlated with those 

who experience compassion fatigue. The silencing response refers to an 

inability to give attention to stories or experiences that are distressing, 

and the attempt to dampen down emotion by redirecting attention to 

less distressing material. The silencing response occurs when one is 

faced with the experiences of another considered overwhelming, beyond 
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comprehension or alternatively beyond the skillset of the person to support 

the one experiencing suffering or distress (Daniella cited in Elkonin & Van 

der Vyver, 2011). Rachel, an executive manager in a sustainability advocacy 

organisation likened the silencing response with the privatisation of her grief:

Those in leadership roles are getting overwhelmed, but it is never actually talked about. So, 

it is almost like that idea of celebrating your losses in public but privatising your grief. There 

doesn’t seem to be a different way. It doesn’t mean we have to have an outpouring of grief, 

but we actually don’t acknowledge that this is a very real and quite normal response. 

Cultures of silence, where stressful events are not acknowledged or 

discussed openly, are linked to incidence of compassion fatigue (Rothschild 

& Rand, 2006; Slatten, Carson & Carson, 2011). Based on the experience 

of those interviewed, I have previously argued that, for the most part, the 

disturbing parts of a leader’s emotional experience are not given voice in 

organisational life. Illusions of omnipotence, fear of judgement, reprisal 

or ridicule, fear of exposing oneself emotionally, and difficulty trusting 

colleagues, seem to contribute to the silencing response. Cultures of silence 

also prevent those experiencing compassion fatigue from seeking support 

(Elkonin & Van der Vyver, 2011). 

Augmented emotional isolation, I suggest, also increases the likelihood of 

projective interplay between leaders and followers. This interplay involves a 

leader splitting off the toxic emotions that the organisation considers do not 

conform to an idealised leadership persona. Followers, in submissive states, 

such as those operating under basic assumption dependency, are highly 

suitable recipients of introjected projections, where they are induced to act 

out whatever is split off. For example, the leader, to deny feeling vulnerable, 

splits off feelings of vulnerability into the followers, the followers then enact 
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feelings of vulnerability, signalling to both parties that more capable leading 

is needed. Given that these dynamics occur primarily outside awareness, 

interrupting them is a challenge. 

Returning now to Kets de Vries’ (2004) notion that organisations seeking 

to fully engage with their members must come to terms with the fullness 

of organisational phenomena, including the regressive parts of collective 

experience, I fully support his proposition. However, increased awareness 

and understanding alone, unfortunately, is not enough to bring about change. 

Leaders and team members need high levels of emotional maturity, skills and 

commitment if they are to involve themselves in a successful exploration 

of these dynamics. An exploration of how compassion fatigue for those 

occupying leadership roles could likely hijack attempts at dismantling such 

dynamic complexities, would also be worth pursuing. Further, because of 

the defences that are likely to be aroused through such an exploration, 

organisational capability underpinned by the embodiment of compassionate 

and courageous ways of knowing, being and doing, as explored in Chapter 5, 

is required. 
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The interview data testifies that leaders themselves are 

unconsciously complicit in ensuring their unpalatable 

emotional experiences are concealed. I have argued 

that cycles of unsettling emotional experience and 

concomitant concealment of this experience are 

facilitated through a range of defensive manoeuvres. 

These are the recursive dynamics of dependency, 

idealisation, repression and denial. Those in leadership 

roles, I suggest, unwittingly craft idealised personas 

through limiting the honest expression of their authentic 

experience. This concealment buttresses the mythology 

that surrounds leadership and, more disturbingly, erodes 

a leader’s capacity to genuinely respond with compassion 

to their own suffering and that of others. Whilst 

unsatisfying and personally compromising for many of 

the leaders I interviewed, there appeared little option for 

most of them but to continue to craft this persona.

Summary and Segue
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In my presentation of earlier thematic data, I have 

postulated literal and unconscious tensions inherent in 

the minds of those who enact leadership and those who 

choose to follow them. I have argued that the gravitational 

weight and pull of unseen system dynamics acts much 

like cement to maintain current role relatedness (Borwick, 

2006; Krantz, 2006; Kets De Vries, 2004). Infused with 

the power of role holder expectations, those who enact 

leadership become trapped in the recursive dynamics of 

dependency; a prison of our own making. Further research 

data yet to be presented, also supports the contention that 

dependency dynamics hold special significance for women 

as they take up their authority in organisations. It is to this 

subject that I now turn.
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Chapter 8: 
What happens when 
women lead? 
A feminine perspective on 
compassion and courage
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Introduction

Gender inequality is cultural. It’s pervasive, it’s systemic, 

it’s what I call gender asbestos. It’s built into the walls, 

the floors, the ceilings of institutions and organisations, 

the behaviours, the practices. It’s often not tangible. You 

can’t point to it, but you know that it’s there.

Chief of Army Lieutenant David Morrison,  
(cited in Broderick, 2014, para 31.)

This chapter elucidates a gendered perspective on compassion, courage 

and leadership revealed through the lived experience of five female co-

inquirers. I chose to segment and analyse these narratives because they were 

emblematic of my own experience, as well as the experience of many of the 

women with whom I work. As I have done previously, I present participant 

experience through vignettes and ‘I poems’ and use psychodynamic and 

leadership theory to deepen the inquiry and explore the phenomena. In 

choosing to highlight these narratives, I do not wish to imply that the women’s 

stories were more important than those of the men I interviewed. Rather, 

they are presented for their thematic value and because most women I 

interviewed spoke frankly about how their gender influences their experience 

of leadership and how others relate to them in their role, whilst the men did 

not. However, in attempting this analysis, I must acknowledge the obvious. 

From my perspective, although valid and rich research data is presented, as 

Schachtel (1989, p. 227) states, “what is inside me is the female perspective”. 

I acknowledge this reality as both a potential strength and limitation to the 

ensuing discussion. I have reconciled this as I am comfortable that my ‘insider 
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knowledge’ of what it means to be a female, aligns with my interpretivist 

paradigm and adds an authentic element to the analysis.

The chapter commences with some scene-setting socioanalytic theory 

describing a body of work known as the visibility vulnerability spiral (Kram 

& McCollum Hampton, 1998). I have chosen to lead with theory, as this 

foundational work will be referred to throughout the chapter. Co-inquirer 

experience is discussed as it relates to the spiral, with several examples 

presented to illustrate the challenges experienced by the women I interviewed. 

I will use bodies of theory that encourage different ways of conceptualising 

and demonstrating leadership, as a catalyst to explicate co-inquirer 

experience. The chapter concludes by proposing ways to build organisational 

capability through double-loop learning (Argyris, 2002; Senge, 2014), which 

seeks to legitimise non-traditional ways of leading and build organisational 

capacity for compassion and courage.
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The visibi l i ty vulnerabi l i ty spiral

A total role is one that defines a sense of self and a set of appropriate 

behaviour, including the level and kind of authorativeness. Dominance and 

independence are linked with the masculine role, while submissiveness, 

passivity and nurturance are linked with the feminine.

(Bayes & Newton, 1978, p. 310) 

These working models of the self and what they mean for behavioural and 

psychological enactments of masculinity and femininity, are lived out beyond 

domestic walls and repeated in relational patterns between the genders in 

wider society, including the workplace. Frosh, Phoenix and Pattman (2003) 

proposed that although gender only takes on meaning in a social construct, 

the expectations, stereotypes and projections ascribed from both sexes 

towards each other, have very real impacts. Sinclair (2004) warned against the 

limitations of total role assignments for both men and women. She argued that 

ideas about gender and leadership must be named and discussed through 

the lens of psychoanalysis, history and culture. According to Sinclair, this 

Bayes and Newton (1978) maintained that fundamental 

to the experience of domesticity, sex type total roles 

are learnt as constructs of both masculine and feminine 

behaviour. Further, they postulated that these behaviour 

sets are internalised into unconscious psychological 

templates, stating:
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discussion will support a sophisticated re-examination of what it means for all 

of us when women lead. Sinclair’s views are supported by Bayes and Newton’s 

(1978) contention that basic assumption dependency dynamics are strongly 

triggered, and further complicated, by the collision of projections associated 

with gender and leadership. When women become more visible through self 

and organisational authorisation, total role stereotypes clash with unconscious 

collective projections of what ‘good leadership’ is or should be (Alford, 1989; 

Bayes & Newton, 1978; Kanter, 1977; Kram & McCollum Hampton, 1998; 

Sinclair, 2004; Nixon & Sinclair, 2017). 

The visibility vulnerability spiral phenomenon was described by Kram and 

McCollum Hampton (1998) as a way of thinking about the complex and 

unconscious dynamics mobilised when women take up organisational 

authority. The spiral is described as follows: 

• The more visible a woman becomes as a leader, the more she becomes 

subject to scrutiny and criticism.  

• This enhances her vulnerability, and makes her a much more likely recipient 

of the unwanted projections of followers and other leaders.  

• Once these projective dynamics are set in motion, her behaviour comes 

under more concentrated scrutiny, as organisational members find it 

necessary to keep close tabs on her.  

• This puts a strain on her relationships. Her performance whilst under 

scrutiny can either undermine her success, or allow her to rise higher in the 

organisational ranks. 
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• If this is the case, her visibility becomes even further heightened because 

females in positions of leadership are more likely to be in the minority, 

making her even more susceptible in the next round of the spiral’s 

dynamics. (Kram & McCollum Hampton, 1998, p. 201)

Through enactments of splitting and projective identification, Kram and 

McCollum Hampton (1998, p. 201) hypothesised that male colleagues 

unconsciously disown their vulnerabilities and project them onto their female 

leadership colleagues: “What is particularly complex about the dynamics of 

vulnerability for women leaders, is that it is both real and projected… Women 

leaders are far more likely than their male peers to be the target of projected 

vulnerability”. Vulnerability in this spiral assumes that, although an unhelpful 

stereotype, women are more likely to be perceived as the weaker sex due 

to the ‘total roles’ they have been unconsciously assigned (Bayes & Newton, 

1978). This in turn affects how comfortable and confident a woman feels about 

taking up authority in her role, as well as how much traction her leadership 

gains within the organisational culture. The interview data focuses our 

attention again on the pervasive influence of culture and reminds us that far 

from being gender neutral, organisational cultures reflect the cultural values 

and norms explicated in the societies they inhabit. 

To illustrate, whilst it is generally acceptable for male leaders to act boldly with 

strength as they exercise leadership, women who do this are, more often than 

not, criticised for being aggressive and domineering (Nixon & Sinclair, 2017). 

The scrutiny women are more likely to be subject to relates to unconscious 

bias (Eagly & Carli, 2007), amplified by the visibility and vulnerability spiral. 

This proposition is supported by examples provided to me by Fabienne, 

a mediator, and Gabrielle, a human resources consultant. Their narratives 

reveal the conflicting emotions they internalised, as well as the reception they 
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received from others, when they transgressed the ‘total roles’ assigned to 

them as female leaders (Bayes & Newton, 1978). This transgression occurred 

when they embodied traditionally masculine traits in their leadership 

relationships. While their show of strength was admired in some cases, 

overall, they reported that, to their detriment, their authority and credibility 

was compromised in their organisations. They were criticised for tackling 

challenges with determination and being too truthful, too aggressive and too 

forthright. Their narratives are presented in the following ‘I poems’:

A force to be reckoned with (?) - (Fabienne)

Whatever I do

I like to do it well

I want to make it work

I stay, I commit

I support organisations

I’m forthright

I have a voice 

I’m tall…I’m a lawyer…

I know that much

I have been criticised for my way

I was even when I was younger

I don’t see the difference

I don’t know what that is

I don’t know what it is that others find so repelling about me

I can’t change it

I can’t deal with it

I can’t 
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The ugly truth: A sonogram of the psyche - (Gabrielle)

I was the Executive Director of HR

I left, I was so destroyed by it

I led that HR team to be the best

I’ve never…

I need to…

I am so concerned…

I’ve been so sensitised….

This is the culture I was trying to beat out of the organisation

I sit in a board room

I am better than you

I think more deeply

That makes me righteous, self-righteous

I want you to understand

I want you to know

I am advising you

I am giving you good guidance!

I go to a workplace

I see 

I understand there are corners that are being cut

I come down on that Manager

I call them all sorts of things

I think you’re a murderer

I’m a self-righteous uppity arse

I’ve never run a business myself

I don’t know anything

I’m on a pedestal

I’ve got the baton to beat you with! 
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These ‘I poems’, as well as the two following later in this chapter, powerfully 

illustrate the frustrating and often exhausting dilemma of the double-bind. 

The double bind is played out like this: when a woman behaves ‘like a man’ 

and demonstrates traditionally masculine traits, such as aggressiveness, 

confidence, courage and determination, she is often respected, but not 

liked. Her actions are prone to be labelled as arrogant, abrasive, ruthless, and 

unduly competitive (Eagly & Carli, 2007, Dalla-Camina & McQuaid, 2014; Nixon 

& Sinclair, 2017). Some of these labels were given to Fabienne and Gabrielle 

by their organisational colleagues. Counter to this, when she behaves ‘like 

a woman’ and embodies traditionally feminine traits such as collaboration, 

sensitivity, compassion and empathy, she may be liked, but often not 

respected. Her actions are likely to be interpreted as overly consensual, time 

wasting or highly emotive (Dalla-Camina & McQuaid, 2014; Sinclair, 2014). 

Summing up, she is damned if she does and damned if she doesn’t. The 

challenge remains for her however, to be both liked and respected, as in most 

contemporary organisations these conditions are precursors for a leader to 

successfully harness collective effort (Dalla-Camina & McQuaid, 2014).

An alternative image of visibility and vulnerability for women in leadership was 

evocatively captured for me by Rachel’s symbol of compassion and courage: 

The Weld Angel (refer to Chapter 5). Rachel spoke of the angel symbolising 

compassion and courage by “peacefully demonstrating her love” for the 

environment. Rachel felt compelled to lead authentically and for her this 

meant leading with her femininity. Leading openly with displays of passion and 

emotion, a foreboding sense of unease emerged for her, as she sensed she 

was becoming increasingly culturally alienated by her peers.
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Rachel: this struggle I guess between the head and the heart, between science and how 

people feel about something. I just feel like I see it everywhere. I did see it everywhere. 

People feel desperately moved by something, but almost unable to actually feel they 

could justify it or validate it. Because it is truly about love and heart. The narratives, the 

dynamics, were very masculine. I think what we need is the feminine coming through, not 

necessarily females, but the feminine.

Rachel was yearning for an organisational environment where she could 

fully exercise her leadership, in her way. Feeling vulnerable and exposed, 

Rachel sensed and responded to cultural signals that inferred her style 

clashed with expected norms. Rather than being explicit, these signals were 

implicitly communicated and received. Her narrative reinforced that the 

dynamics mobilised in the double-bind have both subtlety and nuance, which 

is precisely what makes them so potentially disabling. I propose that being 

on the receiving end of the projections of others’ vulnerability, resulted in 

an internalising response from her. This meant she was trapped in a cycle 

of rumination and self-doubt. Rachel knew instinctively that her way of 

leading was viewed with cultural distaste. She reported that this distaste was 

expressed through small acts of resistance and aggression. 

The term ‘microagression’ was first coined by Pierce in 1970 in his work 

on racial discrimination with African-Americans (Sue, 2010). Exploring their 

detrimental effects, Sue (2010) described microagressions as brief everyday 

encounters, loaded with denigrating intent, exchanged between group 

members based on perceived ‘in and out’ group status. Delivered as subtle 

snubs, gestures, looks, or tone of voice, microagressions are often difficult 

to pin down, because they are pervasive and glossed over by the dominant 

group as innocent or innocuous. They are profoundly damaging nonetheless 

because, as Sue (2010, p. xvii) stated, microagressions “impair performance 
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in a multitude of settings by sapping the psychic and spiritual energy of 

recipients and by creating inequities”. 

I got the distinct sense as I was interviewing Rachel that her energy was 

waning due to her front-running in the challenging terrain of environmental 

advocacy. This was compounded, I suspected, by operating in an 

organisational culture that lacked emotional containment and compassion. I 

wondered, as she spoke, if acts of microagression had been targeted at her 

and the extent of the damage done as a result. As she spoke, my hypothesis 

was confirmed. She attributed the lack of psychological safety in part to the 

issue of unconscious gender bias in her environment, expressed through 

a predominantly masculine way of working. The organisation’s culture was 

disparaging of what many named as, softer ways of working. Rachel stated 

she was worn out by this approach and felt compelled to find new ways of 

leading, which for her, were more personally rewarding and sustaining. 
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Letting go of dichotomies and 
reappraising leadership paradigms

I have proposed in my earlier exploration, as have 

others (Lichtenstein, Uhl-Bien, Marion, Seers, Orton, & 

Schreiber, 2006; Sinclair, 2004; Sinclair & Lips-Wiersma, 

2008; Krantz, 2006: Kets de Vries, 2004; Western, 2013), 

that transcending the individual, leadership is a social 

construction; a dynamic phenomenon that occurs primarily 

in the relational spaces between leaders and followers. 

Aligned with complementary theories of entity and relational 

perspectives on leadership presented in Chapter 1, I understand 

relational leadership as the product of emotional and often 

unconscious needs exchanged between subjectivities in the 

leadership relationship. It involves shared aspirations, as well as 

the trait and skills both parties contribute to the relationship. The 

interview data presented thus far, confirms that contemporary 

understandings of leadership remain captive to pervasive cultural 

models of heroism and masculinity. These templates come 

complete with embedded assumptions about what a good leader 

is and does, and thus, a reappraisal seems necessary to debunk 

the myths associated with leadership, and to portray the everyday 

reality of role holders. I have argued this point in Chapter 6. Limiting 

paradigms, coupled with what I propose is a malignant undertone 
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in common organisational vernacular, continue to position masculine versus 

feminine traits as dichotomies and this, I propose, muddies the water further. 

I see evidence of this every day in what organisations label as the ‘soft skills 

of leadership’ (often correlated with the feminine: collaboration, intuition, 

compassion) versus the ‘hard skills of leadership’ (often aligned with the 

masculine: individualism, task orientation, courage) (Stein & Allcorn, 2014). Far 

from innocuous, the inference is that whilst the feminine is a ‘nice to have’ set 

of skills, the masculine is more highly prized and, further, is correlated with 

effective leadership and therefore monetarily rewarded. As I have illustrated, 

this binary paradigm and the associated regressive dynamics inherent in the 

visibility and vulnerability spiral emerged as a stumbling block to Fabienne, 

Gabrielle and Rachel’s effectiveness in their respective organisations. 

Narrow views of what constitutes masculinity and femininity alienate not 

only women, but men as well. Peter, a social entrepreneur and consultant, 

and Kevin, a talent management coach, when recalling their experiences 

of expressing compassion and empathy through the exercise of their 

leadership, stressed they needed to be seen as “manly” or “blokey” to retain 

their respectability. Their experience affirms the need to deconstruct the 

traditional but obscured relationship between enacting culturally valued forms 

of masculinity and equating this to acts of leadership (Sinclair, 2005). Peter 

and Kevin’s comments also hinted at what I suspect is the vulnerability that 

men also feel when acting outside predominant cultural scripts. More will be 

discussed, in Chapter 10, about how men manage feelings of vulnerability, 

as well as vulnerability as a construct and doorway into the cultivation of 

compassion and courage for both men and women.

Whilst some organisations are now placing more value on culturally ascribed 

feminine traits like compassion and collaboration, and less on command-
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and-control, as valued expressions of leadership (whether these traits show 

up in men or women), the following interview examples suggest that the slow 

pace of change is taking its toll by adversely complicating women’s efforts 

at self-authorisation (Dalla-Camina & McQuaid, 2014). Casey, who spoke up 

against the unethical treatment metered out from senior to junior members 

in her consulting team, aptly illustrates this point. The firm had a practice of 

ritualistically and publicly humiliating junior consultants who fell short of their 

sales targets. Junior consultants would be “marched out on stage” every year 

at the company’s annual global conference and receive “a dressing down”. 

Being new to the company, Casey was both surprised and disturbed as she 

witnessed this event. She expressed her disappointment to her manager 

and advocated for more compassionate management practices to support 

staff who were struggling to meet targets. Casey’s advocacy was met with 

her manager’s indifference. Upon hearing about her complaint, the male 

consultants in her team treated her with contempt. In taking up her authority, 

Casey too was shamed and humiliated (much like the junior consultants). She 

was labelled as “naïve and too sensitive” by her male counterparts. Hurt by her 

colleague’s remarks and angry at the organisation’s indifference to inflicting 

suffering on its members, Casey’s response was to direct further criticism 

at herself for not being “tough enough” to manage this criticism. When she 

recalled this story to me, her tone was scolding, of both herself and her 

colleagues. Her intrapsychic experience is captured in the following ‘I poem’.

Silly sensitive girl! (Casey)

It sounds silly when i say it out loud

i don’t want to speak about this because

i want you to like me

i’ve been given feedback
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i can be too sensitive

i have these voices in my head telling me

I am acutely aware  

I start to check myself

I was having those loops (in my thinking)

I had heard from another person

I was annoyed …“I have a certain feeling about you”

I don’t think that is authentic

I would have a robust discussion

I am still sitting on that

I will have a conversation

I am annoyed

i heard it from a second and third person

i wouldn’t do that to him!

I have a hierarchy of values

I elevate it, I get really annoyed!

When I was constructing Casey’s ‘I poem’ I felt compelled to misuse 

capitalisation in some parts to denote the contrapuntal voices of what it 

seemed was the voice of the mature woman, and, the immature woman in her 

narrative. The sentences that commence with a small ‘i’ denote those where 

I sensed Casey may have felt small and childlike. The sentences beginning 

with a capital ‘I’ denote the experience of being mature and taking up one’s 

full authority. I used this method of writing because I was likening the felt 

experience of being shamed, to being made to feel inferior and diminished 

in comparison to others. I was also assimilating this narrative to that of Dr 

Bianca’s reported experience. Interestingly, continuing this theme of feeling 

childlike, Dr Bianca’s narrative was tinged with her uneasy reality of “being a 

girl” in her organisation. In her interview, she described an incident when she 

was refused a promotion because of the likelihood of her falling pregnant. 
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Disturbingly, Dr Bianca named this type of incident as commonplace in the 

hospital where she worked. Competition between the sexes in the hospital 

was rife, so much so that microagressions had been given a colloquial 

name - “casual sexism”. The female doctors referred to themselves as 

“girls”, despite their obvious seniority. When Dr Bianca’s request for 

more responsibility was met with opposition from her manager (a male), 

she protested a little, much like a child throwing a tantrum, she reported. 

Then, sensing he would not acquiesce, Dr Bianca submitted. She found it 

impossible to sustain a mature attitude of courage in the face of his unveiled 

misogyny. This ‘I poem’ conveys her experience.

(Casual Sexism). This is what it feels like - being a girl in this hospital 

(Dr Bianca)

i talked to my boss

i was gonna try to start having children

i felt a commitment to him

I am an allergy immunologist

I bulk bill medicine

I am entitled to have my 2nd clinic

I was entitled to it

He said, i can’t have it because 

i wanted to have a baby?

i actually walked away

I walked away

I was so angry
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I then went back to him

I can give you that!

I’ve become a stronger leader 

I’ve only got one clinic

I can do accountable care

I will start the accountable care

i was so terrified

i psyched myself up

I needed to let it die

I need to reflect

I was just going to walk away

i was scared

i was scared

i would have to take it further

i didn’t want to take it further….

i didn’t take it any further

Interestingly for me, Dr Bianca did express some pity for the perpetrator. She 

said, “I bore him no ill will, and forgave him”. She sublimated her anger and 

passed off this incident as a misdemeanour. She said she understood his 

misogyny was a product of the “old school of thinking” about women’s rights 

and entitlements at work and, how a hospital should operate.

In the preceding narratives, it appears unconscious competition was driving 

the relationships between the protagonists and their colleagues. Dichotomous 

masculine and feminine ideals were fighting for survival, crippling the capacity 

of both men and women to conceive each other as collaborators. Ostensibly 

competing for primacy in the minds of the various role holders, masculinity 

was threatened in the presence of femininity and vice versa. So, to maintain 
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distinctiveness, form and survival, I hypothesise that a fight between the 

genders ensued. Further, it appeared that when faced with the experience 

of female authority, both the men and women in the stories were unable to 

synthesise masculine and feminine traits into a collective idea about what 

constituted good leadership. This meant that feminine agency had to be 

subjugated and relegated as ineffective. For Fabienne, Gabrielle, Rachel, 

Casey and Dr Bianca, I propose that this dynamic influenced their capacity 

to both consistently use and sustain their authority in role. This was made 

more difficult, I propose, by the equally corrosive elements of their own self-

criticism and judgement by their colleagues. The combinations of these 

microagressions rendered them ineffectual in that they could not freely access 

either courage to find alternative ways through these difficult situations, or 

compassion for themselves, in their own distress. 

Kram and McCollum Hampton’s (1998) analysis goes some way to supporting 

my working hypothesis by suggesting the dynamics enacted in the visibility 

vulnerability spiral, threaten to undermine the self-esteem and effectiveness 

of women in leadership roles. The strength of this impact however, and 

whether it will derail a woman’s leadership potential, they argue, depends on 

her response. Their work posits there are three basic responses to heightened 

visibility and vulnerability, each holding their own consequences for the 

individual and the organisation. These are outlined in the table opposite.

Responses to heightened 
visibi l i ty and vulnerabi l i ty
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Internalising Externalising Integrating

Basic stance

Looking inward Looking outward
Looking inward 

and outward

Blaming the self Blaming the system

Using interpretive 

skills for complex 

understanding

Accommodating Confronting

Listening, 

empathising, 

empowering self 

and others

Consequences for 

the individual

Suppression of 

valued parts of self

Limited personal 

learning

Enhanced personal 

learning

Loss of self-esteem
Self-esteem 

maintained

Self-esteem 

enhanced

Pressure to conform
Personal beliefs and 

style are maintained
Adaptability

Consequences for 

the organisation

Risk of derailment Risk of derailment

Better assessment 

of organisational 

dynamics

Loss of a valuable 

resource

Loss of a valuable 

resource
Better leadership

Diversity in 

leadership is 

discouraged

Adaptability in 

leadership is minimal

Organisational 

learning from a 

variety of leadership 

styles

Table 4. Responses to heightened visibility/vulnerability.

Note: Reproduced from Kram & McCollum Hampton, (1998, p. 211.)
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The vignettes of experience presented through the preceding ‘I poems’, 

when overlaid with Kram and McCollum Hampton’s (1998) responses to 

heightened visibility and vulnerability, become illustrative. Casey, as the 

“silly sensitive girl”, took a predominantly internalising response to her 

vulnerability. This left her self-blaming and angry, posing a risk to her 

derailment in the organisation. Dr Bianca, the protagonist at the centre of 

the “casual sexism” vignette, had some capacity for integration (through 

an understanding of the dilemma for her perpetrator), yet portrayed a 

mostly externalising response to her heightened visibility and vulnerability. 

Reacting in fear once she had demanded she be given what she deserved, 

she recoiled and found it impossible to find the courage to challenge the 

authority that was treating her unjustly. In contrast, Kram and McCollum 

Hampton’s integrating response (1998) indicates a quality of knowing, being 

and doing that assumes vulnerability as a strength and heightened visibility 

leveraged for learning. Kram and McCollum Hampton (1998) also described 

the capacities required for integration, which for me are indicative of the 

modes of mind, dispositions of the heart and behavioural demeanours of 

compassionate and courageous leadership presented in the Twelve Ways 

framework in Chapter 5. They wrote:

Those who enact this response have the capacity to sense and empathize 

with others’ reactions, to empower others to voice their concerns, and 

to develop personal and organizational insight from others’ criticism 

and attack. Rather than allowing vulnerability to derail self-esteem and 

competence, those who take an integrating approach turn this capacity 

to absorb others’ reactions into a strength. (Kram & McCollum Hampton, 

1998, p. 213).
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In addition, Kram and McCollum Hampton (1998, pp. 213-214) proposed that 

the integrated response requires the capacity to utilise “intuitive, diagnostic 

and interpretive skills”. These skills, they suggested, hold the keys to 

inverting unhelpful systemic gender based dynamics, thereby promoting 

organisational environments that are conducive to greater diversity of 

leadership styles. An integrated response requires willingness and skill to 

work compassionately and courageously in the shades of grey and it is to 

this this subject that I would like to turn now. 

On a national level, the challenges associated with examining unconscious 

societal illusions relating to gender and leadership were powerfully played 

out on the Australian political stage when, in 2010, Julia Gillard was elected 

as Australia’s first female Prime Minister. It is beyond the scope of this 

thesis to explore the dynamics associated with her leadership, suffice to 

say that having a woman occupy the highest national office, made Ms Gillard 

Working with the shades of 
grey - towards a compassionate 
and courageous response

Instead of separation and division, all distinctions make 

for rich diversity to be celebrated for the sake of the unity 

that underlies them. We are different so that we can know 

our need of one another.

(Tutu, 2007, p. 69) 
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especially visible and, I argue, especially vulnerable (Kram & McCollum 

Hampton, 1998). I had commenced the first year of my doctoral thesis when 

Ms Gillard lost the ballot to Kevin Rudd in 2013 and was removed from her 

leadership role, so the complexities of gender and leadership remained 

firmly in my consciousness as I began to shape my inquiry. In her instructive 

concession speech to the media, Ms Gillard said: 

There’s been a lot of analysis about the so-called gender wars, me playing 

the so-called gender card because heaven knows no one noticed I was 

a woman until I raised it. But, against that background, I do want to say 

about all of these issues the reaction to being the first female prime 

minister does not explain everything about my prime ministership, nor 

does it explain nothing about my prime ministership. I have been a little 

bit bemused by those colleagues in the newspapers who have admitted 

that I have suffered more pressure as a result of my gender than other 

prime ministers in the past, but then concluded that it had zero effect on 

my political position or the political position of the Labor Party. It doesn’t 

explain everything, it doesn’t explain nothing, it explains some things, 

and it is for the nation to think in a sophisticated way about those shades 

of grey. What I am absolutely confident of is that it will be easier for the 

next woman, and the woman after that, and the woman after that, and I am 

proud of that. (Gillard, 2013) 

Ms Gillard’s call to the nation to “think in a sophisticated way about those 

shades of grey” has important application for this inquiry. My analysis 

of interview data presented earlier has been my attempt to do just that. 

Kram and McCollum Hampton’s (1998) integrated response aided this 

sophisticated thinking, and diagnostic and interpretive skills are central 

to this capacity. Diagnostic and interpretative skills are components of 
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Argyris’ (2002) and Senge’s (2014) double-loop learning. This involves a 

willingness and capacity to courageously examine one’s governing variables 

(values, beliefs, cultural assumptions and conceptual frameworks), and 

how these in turn influence current behaviour. Socioanalytic practitioners 

insist that unconscious dynamics should also be utilised and discussed as 

an input into a double-loop learning approach. Essentially summed up as 

the capacity to interrogate ‘why we do what we do’, double-loop learning 

offers sophisticated ways of engaging with our experience in the hope that 

new insights and actions may emerge, particularly if inquiry is sustained at a 

systemic level. Where then should organisations begin this journey? 

Dalla-Camina and McQuaid (2014), and Kram and McCollum Hampton 

(1998), advocated for men and women to participate in self and joint inquiry 

as a starting place to commence this difficult, yet important work. Double-

loop learning undertaken from a place of curiosity and responsibility, 

I believe, demands equal measures of compassion and courage. 

Compassionate and courageous leadership will facilitate greater individual 

and organisational responsibility for the unconscious roles taken up, as 

well as the incidents of explicit bias and discrimination committed. Thus, 

opening the door for reparation. 

As an example of double-loop learning in action, Broderick (2014) recalled 

the very first face-to-face session between a lower ranking female officer 

and a service chief in the review she conducted into the treatment of 

women in Australia’s Defence Force in 2011. The purpose of the face-to-

face sessions was to personalise the stories of microagression, sexual 

exploitation and abuse, with the intention of engaging the hearts and minds 

of the all-male military chiefs as a catalyst for culture change. Her retelling 

of the story eloquently depicts how compassionate and courageous 
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leadership were enacted to create understanding between parties and 

achieve cultural breakthrough:

The service chief sitting uncomfortably in his chair. The mother nervously 

escorting her daughter to the chair beside. And the box of tissues in the 

middle. And I’m sitting there thinking, gee, this sounded like a good idea 

when we conceived it, but how are we going to get this conversation up 

and running, because these conversations are not easy to have. And then 

that courageous young woman, she turned to the chief and she said, ‘Sir, 

I am so nervous’, she said. And the chief replied, ‘Believe me, I’m scared 

too’. And I just thought, in that moment, we’ve got a chance at change, 

because it does take a compassionate military chief to admit that he fears 

what he’s about to be told. And of course, it takes a courageous woman to 

step up and tell her story.  (Broderick, 2014, para 24.)

To weaken the influence of these often undiscussable dynamics, I propose 

organisations participate in cross organisational dialogue which put the 

topic of unconscious gender bias and explicit discriminatory practices 

courageously on the table for inquiry. Importantly at a systemic level, the 

outcomes of such inquiries would support organisations to right their wrongs 

and deploy more inclusive thinking and behavioural practices. This should 

include how organisations identify, promote and develop leadership talent for 

men and women, in a new paradigm. 

This research inquiry supports progression to a more inclusive discussion 

that argues for a relinquishment of tightly held views and assumptions about 

what constitutes leadership efficacy, identity and practice (Dalla-Camina 

& McQuaid, 2014; Huffington, 2004; Nixon & Sinclair, 2017; Sinclair, 2004, 

2005; Sinclair & Lips-Wiersma, 2008). Further, this inquiry also contributes 
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to the notion that leadership can and should be done differently (Sinclair, 

2005), through the integration of compassionate and courageous ways of 

leading. For change to occur, I have proposed we must surrender our need 

for superhuman, hero leadership and in doing so, rehumanise the leadership 

role. I have also argued that compassionate capacity must be cultivated in 

organisations, if we are to successfully confront our biases and accept that 

imperfect men and women occupy our leadership roles. 

Conceptualising leadership differently will have benefits for all of us, men, 

women, organisations and societies, alike (Sinclair, 2005). The interview data 

implies this, and the subtext of this research inquiry urges for new ways of 

leadership to be thought about and practised. So, where do individuals and 

organisations begin in identifying and accessing these new ways? I offer 

a conceptual framework of knowing, being and doing compassionate and 

courageous leadership that offers initial guidance to this affect, describing 

ways of leading that integrate the three centres of intelligence discussed 

in Chapter 5: the head, the heart and the gut. In my practice as a coach and 

facilitator, this integration relies heavily on my ability to trust disavowed parts 

of my authentic emotional and psychological experience. 

I argue for the pursuit of authentic leadership (Emonson, 2013). Citing 

the work of Samir and Eilam (2005), Emonson stated that self-expression 

is highly prized as a marker of integrity for authentic leaders. He further 

proposed that: “Authentic leaders are originals not copies. Whilst their 

values, convictions and cause may not be different to others, the process 

through which they arrive at these convictions is not a process of imitation” 

(Emonson, 2013, p. 78). Emonson’s thoughts are reminiscent of the 

preceding discussion in Chapter 7, in which I argued for the re-humanisation 

of the leadership role primarily through dismantling fantasies pertaining to 
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the organisational defence of idealisation. At an organisational systemic 

level, the dismantling of collectively held fantasies about gender and 

leadership would also make a significant contribution. Re-humanising 

the leadership role will take commitment from organisational leaders and 

members alike, underpinned by collective embodiment of compassionate 

and courageous ways of thinking, feeling and behaving. 
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It is not a new idea that culture is paradoxically visible and 

invisible. Sometimes we cannot say with confidence that 

we are being hindered by a cultural norm until we come up 

against its boundary. A socioanalytic perspective supports 

the premise that the effectiveness, or otherwise, of 

leadership, can only be understood in the context of wider 

conscious and unconscious systemic dynamics. Using a 

feminine lens to stay with the experience of what happens 

when women lead compassionately and courageously, 

reminds me again of the inescapable influence of 

culture. Culture, simply defined, is what is created from 

the messages that are received about how people are 

expected to behave, underpinned by the values espoused 

and acted out in the organisation (Schein, 1993; Taylor, 

2005). Vignettes from five female leaders have been used 

to illustrate the significant cultural barriers challenging 

these women when they exercised compassionate and 

courageous leadership. 

Summary and Segue
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The presentation of the visibility vulnerability spiral (Kram 

& McCollum Hampton, 1998) provided a useful template to 

interpret how unconscious projections relating to gender 

stereotypes were negatively attributed. The concept of 

microagression was also introduced to convey how debilitating 

cultural messages are amplified, and to elucidate the 

experience of the double-bind for women in leadership. In 

closing, I have briefly reflected on ways that organisations 

can utilise double-loop learning to disentangle the noxious 

influence of unconscious gender bias and the way it limits 

all of us, men and women alike. I have suggested that equal 

measures of compassion and courage are needed to facilitate 

cultural change. 

Book 2 has explored a range of psychodynamic themes 

focussed on the intrapsychic and interpersonal experience of 

leading with compassion and courage. These themes surfaced 

primarily through my own analysis as a researcher working 

with the interview data. It now seems fitting to introduce 

the RRG responses to selected inquiry data, with a view to 
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illuminating the presence of organisational systemic dynamics. 

Book 3 outlines my experience and analysis of these dynamics, 

and how this has led to further layers of insight relating to 

how organisations can awaken and facilitate compassion and 

courage as systemic competencies.

I have titled the next volume: Wholehearted: Becoming 

compassionate and courageous leaders. In this final volume, I 

also describe the thoughts and emotions leaders might need to 

confront and transform, as well as the behaviours they need to 

sustain in the process of embodying compassion and courage. 


